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Oldest campus dorm to be torn down
Out with the old
O'Donnell Hall Is going to be
torn down when construction
starts for the new student
services building next year.

Brian Simms/Progress

New student services building to take place of O'Donnell
Bv DENA TACKETT
Assistant news editor

Tom Myers, vice president of
student affairs, once had a dream.
His dream was that someday
students would no longer need to
trek all over campus to do such
things as cash a check at billings
and collections, visit the computer
lab and go to the counseling center.
"I had a dream of one-stop shopping for all students," Myers said.
His dream is coming true.
A student services building has
been approved and construction
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will begin sometime next year.
Eastern President Robert Kustra
said.
Myers, along with James Street,
director of facilities services,
Russell Enzie, vice president of
academic affairs, and Doug
Whitlock, vice president of administrative affairs, met with architects
Oct. 28 to discuss the building.
Although plans for the building
have not been finalized, one thing
is certain — O'Donnell Hall is coming down.
"The decision to tear down
O'Donnell was made before I was
here," Kustra said. "O'Donnell was

the most likely place to start
because it was the most expensive
to maintain and the oldest,"
Kustra also said that when looking at O'Donnell every year, its
rooms do not fill to capacity.
The future of Ellendale Hall.
home to the counseling center, is
also in question, Whitlock said.
"No final decision has been
made," Whitlock said. "We have
asked to look at the project both
ways, with the removal of Ellendale
and without it. But any approach
we take will call for the removal of
O'Donnell."
The (ieneral Assembly allotted

the project $20 million. That will
cover the total scope of the project,
including architect fees, planning,
construction costs and the cost of
removing the existing building or
buildings, Whitlock said.

'Ono-stop shopping'
Myers gave a presentation at
the architect meeting which
spelled out what the administration
wanted to include in the building.
"We're trying to match up
money and needs," Myers said.
"We would like to have classrooms and a technology lab in it,
and we're seeing if that's possible."
Myers said some areas certainly
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► Reminder

The GRE is at 8 a.m. Saturday
in Combs Building Room 318.

f

With almost 45 percent of registered voters turning out to vote
in Madison County, constituents
took the opportunity to vote for
their leaders Tuesday.
The turnout on election day in
Madison County and in the state
was higher than expected.
"It's the best
we've had in a
long time." said ELECTION
Mary
Jane
G i n t e r .
Madison
County clerk.
"It's better than
we've had I can
remember."
Kentucky reported a record
turnout for a mid-term election.
Madison Countians chose
Scotty Baesler (I)) over Jim
Bunning (R) in the U.S. senator
race with over 1,000 votes.
Baesler received about 54 percent of the votes.
Constituents statewide disagreed by electing Bunning to the
senate seat by a very slim margin
Baesler now wants a recount.
Ernie Fletcher (R) carried
Madison County in die race for U.S.
representative for the sixth district.
Fletcher beat Ernesto Sooraooe (I))
by almost 2.000 votes.
Scorsone later conceded the
victory to Fletcher.
"We knew it was going to be a
close race overall," said Scott
Shapiro, communications director
for Scorsone. "We feel that we
have run a positive race we can be
proud of."
In the race for state senate in
the 34th district. Ed Worley (D)
defeated Mark Metcalf (R) in
Madison County with almost 55
percent of the vote.
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Photos by Chns Hollis/Progress
Eastern President Robert Kustra, right, talks with Berea College
President Larry Shinn dunng a taping ot Kustra's weekly radio program,

"New Horizons in Education" The snow broadcasts 4:30 p.m. every Friday
on 88.9 FM. WEKU Kustra had previous radio experience in Chicago.

A 'New Horizon'
Eastern president tackles education via air waves
BY DENA TACKETT

Assistant news editor

4:30 p.m., Fridays
88.9 FM, WEKU

Hello, I'm Bob Kustra, president of Eastern
Kentucky University. Welcome to "New Horizons in
Education.' On today's program I'll talk to Dr.
iMrry Shinn, president of Berea College. Music up.
Music out.
Kustra and Shinn, the presidents of Madison
County's two higher education institutions, sat in a
small room separated from the sound booth by
glass and chicken wire. Their table had four microphones coming up from the middle with comfortable green seats and Styrofoam cups of water. The
red "On Air" sign was practically the only source of
light in the dim room.
This was not your normal administrative meeting.
Kustra was taping his weekly Friday radio
show "New Horizons in Education" at WEKU
Studios with his guest Shinn. The program aired
at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 30.
Each week, Kustra brings in a different community leader to discuss education and its effects
on the region.
The program is not Kustra's first experience on
the air waves. As lieutenant governor of Illinois, he
had a program on WGN Radio in Chicago for three
years.

The only difference then was that we did callins," Kustra said. "It all depended on interaction."
Kustra said he would like to see his program
air live with people calling in.
"I understand it will become technically possible sometime in the near future," he said.
The show, which began Sept. 11, was something Kustra had wanted to do.
"Actually it was my idea," Kustra said. "I was
interested in doing it beyond virtue of my previous experience in radio."
Kustra had no problems getting the air time,
because WEKU already had their eye on him,
said Tim Singleton, station manager at WEKU.
"We had wanted to get him over here," Singleton
said. "He had an interest, so it wasn't difficult to do.
He takes to it naturally, and that is one of the reasons we were interested in getting him here."
Singleton said Kustra is good to work with.
"He is pretty easy to work with," he said. "He
has a very busy schedule, which makes it difficult
for him to get over here sometimes."
During the program. Kustra and Shinn discussed a variety of things affecting education.
One such aspect was distance learning.

See Democrats/Page A3

Voter turnout
In Madison County there are
38,268 people registered to
vote. In this year's election,
17,022 people voted.

55.6

44.4

percent
didn't
vote

pen fiit
voted

See Horizon/Page A3
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Kustra broadcasts radio show on WEKU

BY BRIAN SIMS AMP SHANE WALTERS

Either today or tomorrow,
Eastern President Robert Kustra
will receive a report from the
committee to find a replacement
for athletics director Robert
Baugh.
Committee
chair
Janna
Vice said she
mailed recommendations to
Kustra,
but
would not say
how many, or
which candidates
were
named.
Gilbert
Eive candiZimmermann
dates have been
was the tilth
interviewed,
candidate
however Bob
interviewed.
Cavello took his
name off the
list last week.
Gilbert "Griz" Zimmermann,
41, the assistant athletics director at Southern Methodist
University, was the last candidate interviewed.
He came to campus Oct. 29
and 30.
In 1993, Zimmermann went to
SMU from the University of
Michigan where he had served
as assistant strength and conditioning coach for five years.
Zimmermann worked as the
director of the Tom I.andry
Center at the Baylor Fitness
Center for two years before joining the staff at SMU.
Moving from an assistant athletics director position to an athletics director position involves
little concern for Zimmermann,
based on his personal beliefs
about his strengths and capabilities.
"I told someone today. 'I don't
feel any pressure or uneasiness in
this position. This is what I've been
working for," Zimmermann said.
After talking to several
Eastern coaches and staff members, concern voiced to
Zimmermann was that of having
someone who will work directly
with the athletics department.
"They aren't looking for a miracle worker — I feel they are
very reasonable about their
expectations." Zimmermann said.
Zimmermann felt confident
that whether he receives
Eastern's athletics director position or not, he eventually will
become the athletics director at a
university in the near future.

must go in the building, such as
housing, career services, counseling, minority affairs, student government.
Residence
Hall
Association offices and disabilities
services.
"Every activity or function related to students' role on campus will
be included in the building,"
Kustra said. Things are now scattered to the four winds of campus.
This will provide one-stop shopping on campus."
The administration is not sure
yet what will happen when the
offices now dealing with student
services are,relocated, but Myers
said it shouldn't be a problem.

TOO*V
Hi: 47
Low: 28
Conditions:
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Proposal would rezone campus parking
BY DENA TACKETT

Assistant news editor

A new chapter in the parking
saga is in the works, and this
time it is Residence Hall
Association holding the pen.
At RHA's Nov. 2 meeting, a
policy rezoning the parking anas
was unanimously passed and for-

JL

warded to the Council of Student
Affairs.
In the policy. Alumni
Coliseum Lot will change from
commuter to general, Martin Lot
from employee to residential.
Ellendale from half-residential
and half-employee to all employee and the front portion of

Lancaster Lot to employee.
"This is a fair way; to give
employees all of Ellendale from
whatever is taken away from
Martin," said Christopher Bullins,
policy chair of RHA. "This will
give the exact number by giving
them some of lancaster."
The proposal came from data

collected from a random survey
distributed Oct. 5 to one-third of
the population of each residence
hall. Of the total 1.637 students
surveyed, 389 responded for a
return rate of 24 percent, Bullins
said.
See Proposal/Page A3
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A SIGHT TO SEE
Room numbers in phone book
equal problems for students
Admit it, you're like most peopie.
. You wake up every morning
and put on your pants one leg at
a time like everyone else
does.
You dread going to class
and doing homework, and
when you get your phone
book, you look your name
up.
But students at Eastern
this semester got a little surprise when they looked up
their names in the student, faculty, staff directory and handbook
- their room numbers were listed.
In the past, the directories have
included the student's name, phone
number, residence hall, e-mail
address, permanent home address,
major and year.
Room numbers were added this
year without anybody who put the
book together realizing.
Information on students was provided to a database by several offices,
including housing and the registrar's
office. These offices gave the information to the administrative information
service office, which is the "caretaker" of the database.
If a student didn't want his or her
information in the directory, he or she
had to tell the Student Association,
which told the office of student
affairs.
The office of student affairs excluded the information from the database
which was sent to a Lexington company which put the information
together. The company then
shipped it to a
printing company in Nebraska.
Somewhere
along the line
someone should
have realized
what was being
included in the database. Someone in one of
the steps should have
excluded the room numbers

SO, WHAT
DO YOU
THINK?

SHOULD YOUR
ROOM NUMBER
BE IN THE
DIRECTORY?

from the directory.
There is no excuse for this. It was
just a case of sloppy editing on the
part of everyone involved in the making of the directory.
If you didn't want to have your
name or phone number in the book,
you could have told Student
Association.
In fact. Student Association ran a
half-page ad in The Eastern Progress
Sept. 3 of this year that said,
"Attention Students! If you do not
wish to have your name and phone
number published in the Student
Directory, please come to the Student
Government office by Sept 10."
Nowhere in the ad was it mentioned room numbers were going
to be in the book this year, because
no one knew they would be included.
With the past directories and this
ad, students were right to believe that
there was no plan of putting room
numbers in the book.
Putting room numbers in the
phone book puts students at risk.
There are some students out there
who have concerns about their safety.
Take Eastern's gay and lesbian
organization, the Pride Alliance, for
example.
In an Oct 22 story in the Progress,
Jessica Kelly, the groups co-president,
said she is harassed constantly at
Eastern because of her sexual orientation.
"I get obscene phone calls daily,
nightly," Kelly said. "I live my life in
danger everyday."
Now that room numbers are in the
books, the chances have increased
that something may happen to Kelly.
And it's not just Kelly who could be
in danger.
Anyone on the campus could have
their safety threatened. There are a
lot of people out there who hold
grudges and who knows what might
happen.
Safety is always a hot topic on this
campus, and putting students' room
numbers in the directory only threatens that safety.
Drop us a line at 117
Donovan Annex or via
e-mail at
<progress@acs.eku.edu>.

TO VOICE
YOUR
OPINIONS

► Campus Comments
THE ISSUE
When Student
Association distributed the campus
phone books this semester,
they included students' room
numbers next to their names.
Student Association didn't
know the numbers were
going to be in the book.
Here's what some students
had to say about it.

Hometown:
Louisville
Major
Nursing
Year
Freshman

Hometown:

Hometown:

I don't think they should
have (put the room numbers in the book). Sure people should be able to mail
you stuff and call you, but
they shouldn't be able to
come to your room.

► Letters

Lebanon.
Ohio
Major:
Elementary
education
Year:

Senior

I didn't even
know they were
in there. I
haven't gotten
my phone
book yet.

NeaJ steps down as editor

Room numbers in directory puts
Eastern students In danger
As long as I have been at Eastern it has been
Strict policy that room numbers are never to be
given out... not even to parents.
However, in order to save a buck from liavinR to
reprint the campus phone bm>ks. it seems as if
Eastern has decided to compromise safety for
111< mey This is putting a lot of students in danger in
my opinion. I am a member of hall staff, and president of a student organization, and I certainty don't
want my room number known across campus. It
only takes one dangerous ix'rson to take advantage
of those room numbers to seriously hurt someone.
Joshua S. Dugau
Sociology

Raflnesque 'ranks among the most brilliant minds in Kentucky history'
After seeing your brief mention of Dr.
Rafinesque's curse in last week's Progress. I
thought as a Transylvania alumnus that I would
expand on it a bit.
Constantine Rafinesquc ranks among tin-

most brilliant minds in Kentucky history. He
was the first to describe an overwhelming
number of species to the scientific community
and is cited in Darwin's "Origin of Species".
As it was told to me, Rafinesque's body was
brought back from Poland in the early 1960s to
be entombed with full honors in an attempt to
end the curse. His tomb bears the inscription
To right a great wrong."
Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on
your viewpoint), the wrong body was exhumed,
and it was later determined that a woman named
Mary Passimore occupies Rafinesque's tomb.
Every year. Transylvania celebrates
Rafincsque week during the week leading up to
Halloween. Rafinesque week culminates with
the Friday night bonfire, followed by the selection of the students lucky enough to sleep in
Rafinesque's tomb for the night.
And before anyone makes the obvious joke
about Transylvania University." don't bother...
we've all heard every vampire joke in the book.
Jason A. Cormier

Biology grad student and
member of Transylvania University class of "97

1

■■

The Eastern Progress has recently experienced some changes in its staff.
Jamie Neal resigned from her position as editor
and has taken a new title of senior editor.
"Returning to the Progress and school aftera
semester away, a class load requiring a lot of outside
of class assignments, graduation and a recent illness,
this semester has presented me with more than I
ever expected." Neal said
Stepping into the position of editor is Brian Simms.
The arts editor position also has changed.
Doug Rapp will be filling the position left by
Angie Mullikin for the remainder of the semester/

Corrections
A map of the congressional districts in the Oct.
29 issue should have shown six districts.
The photo for the "What"s On Tap?" Pick of
the Week in the Oct. 29 issue was ndsidentified. It
was from the Haunted Fort
A "What's On Tap?" item in the Oct 29 issue
should have said that the Quad and Eastside Area
Councils sponsored the Sullivan Haunted Hall.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and
corrections when needed on the Perspective pages.

Detroit.
Mich.
Major:

Business
Mgt.
Year
Sophomore

It doesn't really
matter to me. I
feel if someone
wanted to find out
where you live bad
enough, they'd
find out somehow.

-j^The Eastern

Progress

117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond. Ky. 40475
Brian Simms | Editor
Jamie Neal | Senior editor
Gwenda Bond | Copy editor
James Carroll, Greg Parr, Michael Age | staff artist
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press. Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
and College Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers. Inc. The
Progress is published every Thursday during the school year, with the
exception of vacation and examination periods. Any false or misleading
advertising should be reported to Adviser/General Manager, Dr.
Elizabeth Fraas.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other
signed writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the unrversi
ty. Student editors also decide the news and informational content.
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Democrats: Madison taken over in Tuesday's elections

Ed Worley
won the 34th
district senate
seat over Mark
Metcalf.

Harry Moberly
won the 81st
district representative seat
by 4,000 votes.

Jim Bunning
defeated
Scotty Baesler
for the U.S.
senate seat.

Ernie Fletcher
will be the sixth
district representative in the
U.S. House.

From the front

property valuation administrator

Harry Moberly (D) defeated
Jerry Barclay (R) in the state representative race for the 81st district in
Madison.
"We have a lot of issues to
address, and I'm going to be
addressing them as soon as I can,"
Moberly said. That was a larger
margin than I expected. All my previous elections have been closer."
Ann Durham was re-elected as
Richmond's mayor, Kent Clark
(D) retained his position as county judge executive and Ginter is
still Madison County clerk.
Richmond's city commissioners
are Kay Cosby Jones, Joe Hacker,
Mike Brewer and Tom Tobler.
More than 17,000 voters turned
out to elect numerous local officials. Incumbent Lonnie Napier
(R) was re-elected in the 36th district as state representative,
Woodrow Morrison (R) won as
state representative in the 73rd
district, Stephen Smith (D) won

Marc Robbins (D) won county
attorney, Dude Cochran (D) won
sherriff, Ron Devere (D) won jailer, Jimmy Cornelison (D) won
coroner and Paul Schrader (D)
won county surveyor.
Larry Combs (D) won magistrate
in the first district, and J.B. Marcum
(D) won constable in that district
Forniss Park (D) won magistrate in the second district, David
Kelly (D) won constable.
Billy Ray Hughes (R) won magistrate of the third district, and
Andrew Wootum (D) won constable.
William Tudor (D) won magistrate of the fourth district, and
Earl Estes (D) won constable.
Linda Coyle was elected to the
board of education for the third
educational division. Doug
Whitlock to the the fourth educational district and Betsy
Bohannon to the fifth district.
Staff writers David Jones and
Shawn Hopkins contributed to this Jenny Robbins, a freshman apparel merchandising major from
Richmond, exercises her right to vote Tuesday in the gym at Kit
story.

Oldest: Dorm being torn down for new building

Parking a problem
UnlversltyDrlve_

The front part of
Lancaster Lot
will be changed
from general to
employee.
Martin Lot will
be residential
parking instead
of an employee
lot.
#

From the front

The Residence Hall Association surveyed students and proposed these
changes in parking on campus.

Lancaster Lot

Martin Lot

Park Drive

X

Martin Hall

O'Donnell

i

Ellendale
Ellendale Lot

Mattox
Ellendale Lot will
change from half
employee and
half student to
all employee.
And Alumni Lot
will be general
instead of commuter parking.

Don Knighl/Progress
Carson Elementary. Voter turnout across the state and Madison
County was extremely high for a mid-term election

Alumni Coliseum

TSncaster Avenue
Jenny Bunch/Progress

Proposal: RHA plan would
rezone campus parking
"With a 24 percent return, the
survey was considered successful," Bullins said.
"We were looking at the distribution of different parking lots,
the way they were zoned and the
proximity to the residence halls,"
Bullins said. "And in an attempt to
add convenience and safety for
the residents, we proposed the
listed changes."
The policy committee of RHA
feels making Alumni Lot general
parking would also provide better
parking for the residents of
Commonwealth,
Dupree,
O'Donnell, Palmer and Todd halls.
The results of the survey are
as follows: 49 percent of students

surveyed said Lancaster Lot
should be general, 51 percent
said Alumni Lot should be general, 66 percent said Martin Lot to
be classified as residential, 55
percent said that Ellendale
should be residential, 60 percent
said freshmen should be allowed
to have cars on campus. 72 percent said that if a parking structure were built they would be
willing to pay an increased price
for a parking tag and 68 percent
said they would pay a $10 to $20
increase.
If the Council on Student
Affairs rejects the proposal,
Bullins said RHA would start over.
"We would revise parts of the
proposal and resubmit it to the
council," Bullins said.

"Distance learning has become
the vehicle in which we reach out
to students who can't make that
drive," Kustra said. 'They have
jobs, they're on shifts, so we've
gone to them."
Shinn also complimented distance learning such as Web-based
and KTLN courses, saying "All of
us who are awake these days realize that technology will play an
integral role in how we provide
education to our students."
Although both presidents
pointed out the positive side of
distance learning, each also discussed its negative effects.
"There's a danger in distance
learning of reducing the notion of
education to training or the transmission of information," Shinn
said.
Kustra said in order to make
the technological way of learning
work interaction needs to be
incorporated.
"Good ol' face-to-face interaction is a remarkable way to get
the job done," Kustra said. The
fact of the matter is that when
they go out and get the job,
they're not going to be sitting

Colonel's

Electric

Beach

Keep your tan with regular visits to the beach
CLEAN, COMFORTABLE, CONVENIENT

All Lotions are 25% off

'

Robert Kustra,
Eastern president

yy
there doing Web-based performance, they're going to have to be
interacting with real live people."
The 30-minute program was
the eighth this semester.
/ would remind all our listeners
this is New Horizons in Education.
I'm EKU President Bob Kustra.
This program was produced in the
studios of WEKU on the campus of
Eastern Kentucky University.
Thanks for listening.

Founded in 1984
Richmond's Oldest
Computer Store
IKSyitemt h Your
Complete Source For:
Hard Drives
Floppy Drives
CD-ROMs
Memory
Modems
Tape Drives
Motherboards
Video Cards
Network Adapters
Software. Cables
A More

intel
LEXMARK.

* Students tan for $2.50 on weekends
Maintain your tan with 2-3 visits per week

Located next to Colonel's Corner
at the edge of campus 624-8773

frogre§s

117 Donovan Annex 622-1881

PC Systems

"We Have Seen The Future, And It Works!"
Local Internet Service Provider http://www.pcsystems.net
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Did you know
your business
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web site on
the internet
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Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems
■NOVELL
CREATIVE:
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Chns Hollis/Progress;
Eastern President Robert Kustra had radio experience while lieutenant
governor of Illinois. His shows on WEKU air at 4:30 p.m. Fridays.

Call624-14<X) for details

(offer good until 11/10/98)

H you have been diagnosed with clinical depression
and would like to share your story, call Daniel at 1882.
You dont have to give your name.

Since O'Donnell is the football
players' dorm, there is question
about their future quarters.
Myers said the answer is to cut
down on the number of private
rooms issued, which was 957 this
semester.
Coach Roy Kidd is optimistic
about the relocation of his players, although he said it makes

things much easier to have them
in one place.
"It is much more convenient if
they are all in one dorm," Kidd
said. "I think it builds unity. I figure they can still move us all in
another dorm together."
Kidd said having the players in
one residence hall is also helpful
when it comes to bed checks and
curfews and also with meetings
and time changes.

U All of us who
are awake
these days
realize that
technology will
play an integral
role in how we
provide
education to
our students.

Authorized Dealer For

Are you a case study?

What about the
football players?

Horizon:" Eastern president
hosts weekly radio show
From the front

Alumni
Parking Lot

From the front

"I am amazed at how fast
space fills up," Myers
said.
When construction begins on
the building next year, students
trying to park may face yet another obstacle.
"It is the desire of the president and the administration to
preserve parking at all costs,"
Street said.

Qempty

Street also said the architects
are studying parking, traffic flow
and the pedestrian flow.
One of the concerns the architects will be looking at is the traffic flow from Park Drive to
Lancaster Avenue.
"Possibilities exist such as
some routing through the Alumni
Coliseum Lot to the traffic light,"
Street said. "There are a lot of
issues (the architects) need to
study."

Mel • team* l.aW Swrf H4M
Microeot l-mf* (Caen * No*«]

arr all la-FUmf ■lilifrfa
Al pncea are %ub»eu 10 change,
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•Founded in 1984. our company is stable, our products arc reliable & our prices are compeDtive
•1 Axal technical support 'Fast reliable honest service -Fxeellent reputation for expert advice
•One business day turnaround on warranty repairs or loaner
•Free installation on hardware upgrades purchased from PC S\stems ($60/hi value)
•Our computers are custom built & serviced in Richmond «Our computers use standard parts
•PC Systems of Kentucky is part of a national chain of computer stores
•90 days same as cash financing available (on approved credit)
So What Are You Waiting For? Stop By And Check Out The PC Systems Difference!
461 Eastern By-Pass'Shopper's Village'Richmond, KY'(606)624-5OOO,
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CPE to discuss a number
of issues that affect Eastern
BY JAME NEAL

Senior editor

The Council on Postsecondary
Education's upcoming meeting may
mean some changes for Eastern.
The 15-membcr council, headed
by Gordon Davies, is the coordinating body for Kentucky's public universities, technical schools and
community colleges.
According to the council's agenda for its Nov. 8 meeting, items lor
discussion will include regional
education
centers.
the
Commonwealth Virtual University
and tuition policy.
At the meeting, the council will
recommend approving a plan by
Eastern's President Robert Kustra
and Interim President Jeff
Hockaday of the Kentucky
Community and Technical College
System to construct two new facilities in London and Corbin for classes and to include the facilities ;it
Somerset Community College in
the Southeast Regional Center.
Eastern has extended campus
sites in London. Corbin and
Manchester. Eastern extension
classes in London are held in a
building with SCI' courses. The
proposal would have upper-division
Eastern classes, technical college
courses and lower-division Si c
courses held in the same building.
Also under the proposal.
Eastern's Corbin extension classes,
which are held in mace leased by
the university, would be moved to a
new partially state-funded facility
where Eastern classes, some SCC
developmental courses and technical college courses would be held.
Other universities also might

" What we don't
want to see is
direct competition between the
universities on
price.
Jim Gilbert,
Board of Regents
Chairman
»
UM the facilities to of fer classes.
I think its the best decision,"
said Ken Nelson, director of
Eastern's extended campuses. "I
think it will best meet the needs of
communities like this."
Funds to build the new facilities
in London and Corbin were appropriated in the 1998 session of the
Kentucky General Assembly. The
legislature allotted $8,185,000 for
the bullion facility and $5 million
for the Corbin facility. Nelson said
the university also will fundraise
more money for tin- Corbin site.
Another item on the council's
agenda is a recommendation to
approve nine Commonwealth
Virtual University pilot projects.
lb. (VI! is a program, that if
implemented, would allow students
to take classes, workforce training
programs, certificate and diploma
programs and degree programs
below doctorate level through satellite, interactive television and the
Internet
Eastern would participate in two
of the nine pilots.

President Kustra said he and
several other university presidents
think
the
idea
of
the
Commonwealth Virtual University
needs to be re-evaluated before it
goes any further.
"We agreed that this entire discussion should be slowed down
and the state of Kentucky needs to
be considered before we create an
agency we don't need," Kustra said.
The council also will discuss a
proposal to let university boards,
the board of regents in Eastern's
case, and KCTCS board set their
tuition. The council determines
tuition for all Kentucky public universities and KCTCS as it stands.
If passed, the boards would follow
a set of guidelines set by the council.
According to an explanation of
the discussion from the council,
permitting the boards to set tuition
would "give each institution flexibility to set rates that address its
enrollment and program mix by
allowing rates to be set on a per
credit hour basis and differentiated
by program."
Jim Gilbert, chair of Eastern's
Board of Regents, said he hadn't
given much thought to whether
tuition would change if the proposal
was passed, but said he was concerned about the issue as a whole.
"I think the important thing is to
have a uniform policy," Gilbert said.
"I think it's certainly an issue we've
all been concerned with because
we want accessibility. What we
don't want to see is direct competition between the universities on
price. Our board would welcome
the responsibility and use it to the
benefit, but I want to see us compete on quality, not price."

Faculty approves reorganization
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAQE

News editor

At a meeting of Faculty Senate,
the faculty voted to accept the
rearrangement of the voting mem
bers of the administration.
Faculty Senate went into a brief
recess at Monday's meeting to
allow the general faculty to vote on
six motions which trimmed the
number of voting members from
the administration to three plus the
faculty regent, along with deleting
and amending sections of the sen
ate rules.
The motions were adopted at
the Sept. 14 meeting of Faculty
Senate, but need to be approved by
both the faculty and then the Hoard
of Regents at its January meeting,
All the motions passed unanimously.
"This is just a different way of
configuring Faculty Senate,'
Eastern President Robert Kustra

said. "And it falls in line with governance at other universities."
Faculty Senate also continued its
discussion of grade inflation with
the introduction of five motions and
three recommendations. 'Hie recommendations were all passed.
After introducing a motion concerning a plus/minus grading systemand putting the definition of letter grades on each syllabus, the discussion was tabled until the Dec. 7
meeting.
The motion to put die grade definitions on the syllabus was defeated.
Many questions were raised in
conjunction with the plus/minus
grading system including, "Will this
be implemented regardless of how
students feel?"
Kustra said the system will be
implemented if the faculty wants it
"In my estimation, this is a more
exact way for professors to evaluate
student performance," said Kustra,
who has taught under both a

plus/minus system and a flat scale.
Many senators said they hadn't
received much feedback from the
faculty members they represent
Other senators wanted to know
some alternatives before voting on
the motions that were given to them.
Senators also heard reports on
the search for a new faculty
regent. The timetable has been
squeezed into two months instead
of six in order to have someone in
place by January.
Russell Enzie, vice president of
academic affairs, proposed a name
change for the department of
human environmental sciences.
Senate approved the department
of family and consumer sciences as
the new name.
Enzie also proposed suspending
teaching minors in French,
German and Spanish since the
state no longer certifies graduates
in these areas.
The proposal also passed.

the ticket to WXII by noon Friday.
me contest will run until Nov. 19.
The contest is sponsored by COM
445, WXII. little Caesar's and Ale*
One. /Ml proceeds of sales of the aluminum cans go to Toys For Tots.

10 in Keen Johnson Ballroom.
The cost is $50. To schedule a
photo, call 622-1593.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Dena Tackett

Faculty Regent
position open
Nomination petitions for the
faculty regent position must be
returned by Nov. 11 to Coates,
CPO 12-A. Forms can be found at
<www.eku.edu/acaclemics/facultysenate/regentelection.htin> or
from Marianne McAdam at 1901.
Questions should be addressed to
the election committee.

Pizza available
with can donation
For every 12 empty aluminum
cans brought to Donovan Annex
Room 126, one entry ticket for a
free Little Caesar's pizza will be
obtained. Deposit half of the ticket for drawing and keep the other
half to verify winning number.
Winners will be announced on
WXII from noon to 1 p.m. each
Thursday. Winners must bring

Emergency test
noon Saturday
I he monthly test of the
Madison County Siren and Tone
Alert Radio system will be conducted at noon Saturday. In the event of
threatening weather the test will
be canceled. The system is tested
the first Saturday of every month.

Another chance
for group photos
Those clubs and organizations
who missed the dates for the
group photos may schedule one
to be taken from 4 to 8 p.m. Nov.

(Wish you had an
extra $100?
NOW YOU CAN!

In First Week: $15 for first donation
$20 for second donation
In Second Week: $15 for 3rd donation
$50 for fourth donation
, Regular Donors can earn up to $140 a month

New chances to win extra money and
prizes COMING SOON!

Sera-Tec Biologicals
Limited Partnership
292 S. Second St.

Training courses
available in Lexington
The Kentucky Labor Cabinet's
Division of Education and Training
for Occupational Safety and
Training is offering training courses Nov. 9 through 20 in Lexington.
All courses are free of charge.
For more information or to register for the courses, contact
Anthony Russell at (502) 564-3070.

► Progress Classifieds
HELP WANTED...
NOW INTERVIEWING for federal
contract work. WeJ above minimum
wage, flexfole schedules If you have 2
or more years of college or military
experience, we may have a position for
you. Anyone interested can call 606225-3522, ask for Jennifer or Tonya.
We also have positions avaiable which
don't require colege or mitary.
Now Wring all shifts. Apply in person
at Aib/s, Bdt 90, Lexington Road.
VarsltyBooks.com seeks student
managers to direct orvcampus operations for rapidly growng e-commerce
business. This paid part-time posMon is
ideal for innovative, highly motivated,
exceptionally bright go-getters who
want to prove experience isnl everythng Cal 202-25&6048 for more No.
Drivers! Our Lease/Purchase
Program Has Morel
• NewT2000Kenworths
•82C/AI Miles
•2,500 Mi. WkfyAvg
• Discount Fuel, Tire & Maintenance
Prog
• Home Most Weekends
Also pd. scales, taxes, liability, cargo,
physical damage & bobtail hsur. & personalized ofepatch. 1 yr. verif. OTR exp.
or CDL & accredited training school
trainees.
Company Drivers Can Also Get
Home Most Weekends!
• 2,500 MteWWyAvg.
• Pay Inc. Every 6 Mo's
• 401 Kw/Co. Match
• Health. Dental, Life & Vision Insur.
• Safety/TuefReferral Bonus
• Rider Program
Also offering assign T2000 Kenworths
& buck home in route. Dry van only.
800-422-4799 EAGLE CARRIERS
FREE CD Holders, T-shirts. Prepaid
Phone Cards. Earn $1000 part-time on
campus. Just cal 1 -600-932-0528 x 64.

\\l\ A I KIT SWI MSIIIUI

Students can earn up to six credit hours by studying psychology in
France this summer. For more information, call 622-3122 or 622-1291 or
e-mail <retspurl@acs.eku.edu>.

We Don't
Sell Bread
and
Produce!
We just
make great
pictures.
Come in
and see the
difference.
~PktunPerrectPhoto -*ytv
/aMCnIT tWOT9LA» IIMIHMi

-

UC

Harper Square,
Richmond, 625-0077

We're on the
north side of town

$1250 FUNDRAISER! Credit Card
fundraiser for student organizations.
You've seen other groups doing it, now
it's your turn. One week is al it takes.
NO gmmicks. NO tricks, NO obligation.
Call for information today 1-800-9320528 x 65. www.ocmconcepts.com
Light delivery drivers needed. Must
have own car and know area Cal 6261259.

TRAVEL...
Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses in the US recognized by
the Council of Better Business Bureaus
for outstanding ethics in the marketplace! springbreaktravel.com 1-8006706386
Early Specials! Cancun & Jamaica! 7
Nights Air & Hotel Irom $399! Includes
Free Food, Drinks, Parties!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days $279!
Includes Most Meals! Awesome
Beaches, Nightlife! Departs from Florida! springbreaktravel.com 1 -800-6786386
Early Specials! Panama City! Room
with Kitchen $129! Includes 7 Free Parties! Daytona $149! New Hotspot South Beach $129! Cocoa Beach
$149! springbreaktravel.com 1-8006786386
SPRING BREAK 1999!!! Sunchase
Tours needs Campus Organizers!
Travel Free! Earn Cash! 18 years experience 1-888-SUNCHASE exL 123

SPRING BREAK 99! Cancun ' Nassau * Jamaica * Mazadan 'Acapubo*
Bahamas Cruise * Florida * South
Padre. Travel Free and make tots of
Cash! Top reps are offered MMm stall
jobs. Lowest price Guaranteed. Call
now for details! www.dasstravel.com
80O63&O411
Spring Break '99- Sell Trips. Earn
Cash & Go Free!!! STS is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Mexico & Florida Cal 800-64&4849 or
apply onine at www.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK - PLAN NOW! Cancun, Jamaica, & MazaHan, Early bird
savings until Oct 31st America's best
prices & packages. Campus sales reps
wanted Earn free trips + cash. 1-800SURFS-UP wwwstudentexpress.com
—ACT NOW! CaH for best SPRING
BREAK prices to South Padre (free
Meals). Cancun, Jamaica Keywest,
Panama City, Reps Needed ...Travel
free, Earn Cash. Group drscounts for
6+. www.leisuretours.com / 8008388203
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK ...
TAKE 2". 2 FREE. TRIPS ON ONLY
15 SALES and ... EARN $$$$.
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
Padre! Lowest Prices! Free Meals, Parties & Drinks. "Limited Offer". 1-800426-7710 / wwwsunsplashtours.com
Spring Break Daytona Beach Central
Reservation Service, 15 beachfront
hotels to choose from, no one can beat
cur prices, ask about our Spring Break
PartyCard 1-80OO81-9173
#1 Spring Break Specials! Book Early
- Receive a Free Meal plan! Cancun
Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459, Panama City $99. 1-800-234-7007
www.enctesssummertours.com

MISCELLANEOUS..
The truth is out there! Psychic readings by Amber.For appt cal6240689

HMVA-^K
cantvn-damaica-tahamas
$

sw $sn '</59

Cflli
Be the first to come down to
first gear and answer the
question correctly.
Located on the corner of First ind Main

Who was responsible for
starting the tradition of
rubbing Daniel Boone's
toe?
Last week'i answer French and
German
Last week's winner none
(One win per customer, per semester )

CAMPUS HEPS

SIGN UP ONLINE '

18002347007
www.endlosssummertoufi com

EVENT PART-TIME
MARKETING
Pro Performance Marketing is seeking
reliable, energetic, self-motivated, goaloriented, professionals with a flexible
schedule to promote university marketing
program. Responsiblities include staff
management, training, inventory/quality
control and coordinating event logistics.
Excellent pay. For more info call 800377-1924 Ext. 221 M-F 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
^jLLERnTy^

Study psychology in
France summer 499

$7.00/hr Guaranteed! Earn up to
$15 00/hr. Now hiring telemarketers,
drivers and managers. No exp. nee.
Paid training Apply Mon - Fri 10 am to
5 p.m. at The Knight's Inn, Room 210,
in Richmond behind Cracker Barrel or
cal 625-9240.

Do you
need money?
Do you have 64 college hours
and a minimum 25 GPA?
Would you like to earn from
$35-$74 per day? Would you
like to choose the day(s) you
want to work? If you answered
yes to the above questions, then
being a substitute teacher is the
answer. Bourbon Co. Schools,
located 11 miles north of
Lexington, needs substitute
teachers. Please call Julie or
Paulette at 606-987-2180 for
more information or to set up
^
an appointment.
,

look What a BiH of
S25 A Month Can Bel
Vour Kids These Days.

Help your kids out with college, a first
car. or a first home. With competitive
interest rates, it's amazing what a gift
of U.S. Savings Bonds can do for
your kids.

Call loll free: 1-800-4US BONO

XSJ^d. BONDS
\\ \\ \\ \.i\ mo hi H itU i;i >\

TILLERMAN'S DELI
201 Water Street

Featuring:
Hot Sandwiches
• Garlic Roasl Park
• Pastrami and Onions
• Reuben
• BLT
Cold Sandwiches
• Roast Reef
• Tuna and Chicken Salad

Phone: 626-1800
Fax: 625-0509
MTW: 10:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
ThFS: 10:30 a.m.-7 p.m.

CHILI
3 ALARM & 5 ALARM
Combos: 1/2 Sandwich and Chili
Coming Soon - I)ail> Soup

• Turkey

Rt'nu'nilHT Is tor Your
Holiday Partv Needs!

-S^L
Gifts For All Occasions At

PiBuniDflY.

VTBQ*

e^
'Wed&ngs
Crystal
• Brass
Candles
1st Christmas Ornament
Aromatique Bath Sets
• Picture Frames

^^_

Baby Showers
Mini Coverlets • Snowbabies
Children's Sayings
Baby Books
Baby's 1st Christmas Ornaments

2&t

•
•
•
•
•
•

Coverlets
All God's Children
Lizzie High Doll
Dept. 56 Village
Christian Pottery
Pewter

Anniversaries
Lamps
• Coverlets
Pottery
• Books
Pictures
Seraphim Angels
Flower Arrangements

- Gift Certificates Available 139 N. Keeneland Dr.
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Exit 90,1-75
Sunday 12:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

624-0025
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Eastern to host computing expo
BY SHAWN HOPKINS

Staff writer

Margaret Lane, a member of
the committee sponsoring the
Instructional Computing Expo,
knows the basis of instruction.
"People learn from others,"
she said.
That is the idea behind tHis
year's expo. The expo is an event
sponsored by the Networking
Strategies and Technical Issues
subcommittee.
It is aimed at exchanging information about better using technology to teach.
"What we're trying to do is
show how technology is used in
instruction," Lane said.
It takes the form of a two-day
series of seminars, classes and
presentations Nov. 11 and 12.
With names like "No Sweat

Net" and "Tips and Techniques
for Integrating HyperStudio in K12," these sessions demonstrate
ways for educators to use network
and computer technology in education.
The expo also offers more general courses for others interested
in technology, including live Web
site critiques and other courses
involving the Internet.
The presenters range from
professors to students to computer vendors. Computer vendors
are companies who make computer equipment. The student presenters will range from middle
schoolers on up.
Jeremy Petter is one of
Eastern's student presenters.
Petter is a senior computer science major from Louisville and
will be part of a presentation dealing with using Macromedia Flash

animation software in Web sites.
He said that the younger generation tends to be more receptive to new technology.
"At a younger age it's easier to
learn." he said. In the case of the
other students from middle and
high school. They were brought
up on it."
In the case of children, educators often find computers help
them get across their message
more efficiently.
"The kids are really interested
in technology. I think it motivates
them." said Lisa Moore, a graduate
student and coordinator of ResNet.
"Also they have a lot better
resources online than some of the
schools have, say in the library."
Moore will be giving a presentation about ResNet, which is a
network available in some of the
campus dorms.

Technology has other educational uses besides instruction,
according to Joanna Dickey, a
education professor and test center supervisor.
"I have a much broader perspective than teaching and remediation," said Dickey. Dickey will
be presenting a program on computer-based testing.
She said she is excited about
the possibilities for educational
technologies, especially computer-based testing and evaluation.
"It's a powerful tool," said
Dickey. "If we use it right it can
be helpful for everybody."
Expo events will be located in
several buildings across campus.
To attend costs $50 a day. $25 for
students with ID. Call the division
of special programs at 622-1225
for more information.

Wood-chip trail completed, open for use
BY DENA TACKETT

Assistant news editor

The one-mile jogging trail
located between Ashland, Inc.
Building and Funderburk
Building was completed last
week and is already being
used.
Although the trail was
designed for the cross country
teams, physical education classes and criminal justice training,
it is open to the public, said
Rick Erdmann, cross country
coach.
"Some people have been running on it, and I also know
some faculty members who
have been over there,"
Erdmann said.
The one-mile trail is a woodchip trail, which uses mulch
and wood chips as a surface,
will be more user-friendly than
a rubberized track, Erdmann
said.
"It's really going to be beneficial," he said. "It's a lot easier to
run on a softer surface. There will

also be a lot less air pollution,
which will make it easier to
breathe."
More work will be done on
the trail in the spring, such as
planting native grass on the area
inside and around the track, said
David Williams, assistant director of facilities services.
Although it is still in the planning stages, Williams said the
planting should be completed in
May.
"We are going to put on some
winter weed or something to hold
the banks until spring," Williams
said. There is not a chance now
to do the planting. It will be cold
before we know it."
Facilities services would have
started working sooner. Williams
said, but the presidential installation and Homecoming took up
most of its time.
"I also want to put down mile
markers, but I haven't gotten to
that, yet," Erdmann said.
Construction began on the jogging trail in late August after

Don Knight/Progress
The wood-chip trail is one-mile long and is located between Ashland
Inc. Building and Funderburk Building. It opened for use last week.

President
Robert
Kustra
approved the request filed by
Erdmann.
Robert Baugh, athletics
director, said that if they have
to start designating certain
times for the public to use the

trail, it would be for safety reasons.
"A lot of people won't be jogging as fast as the teams will be
running," Baugh said. "But we
don't like setting rules unless
there is a problem."

Body P ercing
by Brandy

Tattoos

"Our work is our best advertisement!"
120 S. Second St.

624-0255

Congratulations Delta Zeta
New Intitiates
Kristy Adkins
Susan drown
LeAnn Frey
Cami Huff
Robin Hyde
Melanie Jarboe
Valerie Jude
Katrina Kyler
Erin Lee
Leslie Maiden
i3eth Nutter

Kristina
Samples
Ashley
Sanders
Ashley Tribble
Stephanie
Webb
Karen Williams
(3lake Wilson
Karen Wood
Stacy Zoeller

We love You!
.

Rite-AM Welcomes EKUStudents
Coor's 12pk

Bottles $5.99

Pregnancy Holp Cent

Jack Daniels
Coordials 4pk
$3.99
Jagermeister
7.50mL

624-3942

If no answer, call 1-800-822-5842
Regular Hours
Tuesday and Wednesday,
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
and by appointment
200 S. Third St., Richmond, KY 40475

623-5811
$17.99
pharmacy 623-5812
Carnage Gate Shopping Confer
Mon-Thurs. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. • Fn-Sal. 9 a.m.-10 p.m. • Sui.Noon-6p.rn

Introducing color contacts
for the skeptics.
New 3-in-1
FreshLook
ColorBlends

GS

Our patented colorburst pattern blends
three colors into one
to create a totally
natural took - even
on the darkest eyes.
Even if your vision is
perfect Whafsyour

We Don't
Sell Bread
and
Produce!
We just
make great
pictures.
Come in
and see the
difference.

color?

Dr. John H. Warren, O.D.
Therapeutic Optometrist
Ask about student discount
with valid student I.D.

623-6643

205 Geri Lane • Richmond

~R;mrvRr^ctPhofQ - ^
Harper Square,
Richmond, 625-0077

We're on the
north side of town

exp. 11/12/98

If you don't get hemp at...
THE BOTAN V BAY
hovip COMpANy

Please, get hemp somewhere.
PORTER PIAZA
(Behind Denny's on the Bypass)

623-HEMP
117 Mon-S*

hnp.//ww».lei!»ll»-hemp.ciwn

CHURCH DIRECTORY

First Baptist Church 350 W.
Main at Lancaster Ave. 6234028 Worship Sun,. 8:30,11
a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 6:30
p.m. Sun School 9:40 a.m.
S.U.B.S. 8 p.m. at BSU
Center
Episcopal Church of Our
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m.

St. Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m.
Westside Christian Church
Bennington Ct. across from
Arlington 623-0382 Sun.
School 9:45 a.m. Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m.. Wed. 7
p.m. Transportation available.
First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) 330 W. Main St.
623-5323 or 623-5329
Church School 10 a.m. Sun.
Worship 11 a.m. Wed.
Dinner 6 p.m. (no charge)
Call for transportation.
First United Methodist
Church 401 W. Main St.
623-3580 Worship 8:30 &
10:50 a.m. Sunday School
9:40 a.m. Wed. Night Live
5:30 p.m. Transportation
available.
Richmond House of Prayer
(Full Gospel Church) 330
Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 or
624-9443 Sun. School 10
a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m.
Transportation available

Redhouse Baptist Church
2301 Redhouse Rd. 623-8471
or 624-1557 Sun. School 9:40
a.m. Sun. Worship 10:50
a.m., 7 p.m.
Big Hill Ave Christian 129
Big Hill Ave. 623-1592 Sun.
10:45 a.m.,6 p.m.

Church of Christ Goggins
Ln. (W. Side 1-75) Ride: 6242218 or 623-2515 Sun. 9:30,
10:20 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wed. 7
p.m. Bible Moment 624-2427
Richmond Church of
Christ 713 W. Main St., 6238535 Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.; ride our
van. Colonels for Christ
meet 2nd & 4th Thurs. at
8:30 p.m. on 2rd floor of
Powell Building
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship 209 St. George
St. For information call:
623-4614 Sunday Service
and Church School 10:45
a.m.

Eastside Bethel Baptist
1675 E. Main St. 624-9646
Sun. Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship 8:30 & 10:50
a.m. Wed. Small Group
Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Services are interpreted for
the deaf and are handicapped accessible.
St. Stephen Newman
Center 405 University Drive
623-2989 Sun. Mass 5 p.m.,
Sunday Supper $1 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes
for becoming Catholic.

St. Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m.
Rosedale Baptist Church
411 Westover Ave 623-1771
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7

p.m.

White Oak Pond
Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd
623-6515 Sun.
Worship 10 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship
Sun. 11 a.m. Sun.
School 11:15 a.m.
Harvest Family
Fellowship 621 S.
Keeneland Dr. 6248620 Sun. School 9:45
a.m. Sun. Worship
10:45 Wed. Bible
Study 7 p.m., Sat.
Outpouring 6:10 p.m.
•>.
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HELP WANTED
Highly motivated, self-starting, poised
college graduate prepared to meet
the challenges of the business world.
Strong interpersonal, communication and
motivational skills required.

Bozos
need

not

apply
—4-

Job seekers need polish, confidence at mealtime
• Don't fight over the check. Offer to
help pay. but let il go if the host
insists.
• U-ave a 15-20 percent gratuity. An
easy-to-calculate average tip would be
$1 for every $6 on the pre-tax bill
amount, which is about 17 percent.
• Do not order alcohol unless everyone else is drinking.
• Don't snap fingers lo gel the attention of Ihe server.
Relax. Just watch your host and follow his or her lead. If the host does
something ill-mannered, that will
allow you a little grace. As the old
saying goes, "When in Rome, do as
the Romans do."

BY JAY JONES

Contributing writer

Sit up straight and lake
notice, If you hope to break
into and survive in the highly competitive business
world, then you'd better
learn how to eat properly.
Those with good table manners have a better chance of gelling —
and keeping — a job.
"Dining is a huge part of business
interviews nowadays." said I .aura
Melius, associate director of career services at Eastern. "It is so important to
learn dining skills in business today."
However, many college students are
entering the workplace without the etiquette skills needed to navigate successfully through a business meal.
"Most rules of etiquette are
designed to keep you from looking like
a fool in front of your peers." Melius
said.
I earning meal etiquette may mean
the difference between getting the job
or looking like a clown. Melius shared
these tips on how to conduct business
with a smile on your face — and Ihe
correct fork in your hand.

Ordering
• Choose a medium-priced item from
ire menu. Don't pick the most
expensive or the cheapest item.
• Order healthy foods, drilled fish or
chicken is a good choice. Avoid
items like large cuts of steak or
loaded baked potatoes. Remember,
the person sitting across from you
may be responsible for your healthinsurance premiums someday.
• Avoid hard-to-oat foods. Pasta is OK
if you have confidence in your ability
lo keep it off your face and clothes,
bul lobster, crab or ribs can be difficult foods lo handle if you don't have
much experience with them.
Use common sense and you'll do
fine.

Seating
• Never sil until everyone has arrived
al Ihe table. If your host has planned
a seating arrangement, it could be
embarrassing if you an' asked lo
move.
• The first thing lo do once you are
sealed is place your napkin in your
lap. Don't unfold the napkin. Use il to
catch any food you drop. The napkin
is your best option for discreetly
removing things from your lap without everyone noticing your blunder.
Also, never luck ihe napkin into your
shirt.

■V

>

Formal American place setting

Formal American meal

9oimt Mnf/an
Photos by Don Knight/Progress

There is very little to remember
about staling, but it is still important. Keep an eye on that napkin.

Silverware
• Start from the outside and work your
way toward Ihe plate. The last fork
you use should be Ihe one closest to
your plate.
• Butter the bread one bile at a lime,
rather than ihe whole piece al once.
• Clll pieces <>l meal or other items a
single bile al a lime.
• When you are not using your knife,
lay il al the one o'clock area of the
plate with the handle nearest you.
• If you slop eating temporarily and
don't want your server to lake away
your plait-, the knife and fork should
be placed on the plate in an inverted
"V." with the fork over the knife and
Ihe prongs pointing down.
• When you are finished eating, lay
your fork in ihe four o'clock position
on your plate. This will signal to your
server that you are finished.
• If you drop your silverware, leave it
where il falls and ask your server for
a replacement.
If you master your silverware,
then chances are you will be more
comfortable and will look more
confident.

Conversation
• Allow for a good mix of conversation
and eating. Give others the chance lo

finish their meals. Don't continually
ask questions and forget lo let the
person take a bite.
• It is your responsibility lo talk to anyone who is sitting on your right or
left. Everyone should be included in

the conversation.
• If you need to excuse yourself during
the conversation lo lake a phone call
or use Ihe bathroom, don't announce
it to the other guests. I .ay your napkin in your chair and quielly excuse
yourself from Ihe table.
Conversation can be the deal breaker if not performed correctly. So
watch what you say and be careful
to listen to everyone else.

Miscellaneous advice
• Leave dropped food on ihe table; do
nol put il back on your plate.
• lake small biles.
• Don't siari eating until the host does.
• Taste your food before using salt,
pepper and oilier seasonings, such as
ketchup or A-l Steak Sauce. If you
season your food without tasting il
first, your host may interpret that as
meaning you act before getting all

the information.
• Do nol order well-done sleaks.
• Don't clean your plate. leaving a litlle food shows you are satisfied withoui having lo have il all.
• Cover your mouth before coughing.
Blow your nose in the bathroom,
never al the table.

K

In fine American restaurants, the
meal proceeds with a series of five, and
sometimes six. courses, said Todd
Pagan, supervisor of food services at
Arlington.
'Ihe meal begins with Ihe appetizer
or cocktail, followed by soup, then
salad. Afer the salad, the service plate
is removed.
"Many American restaurants are
now serving intermezzo, a small sorbet
lo cleanse the palate," he said. If
served, that would follow the salad.
Next, the server will bring the
entree, followed by dessert.

Practice makes perfect
Review these rules before your next
formal meal. Better yet, practice at
home or with friends to gain confidence. Kmployers want to hire people
who are self-assured.
Remember that when you are having
a business meal, you are not there to
locus on your food. Instead, you want to
enjoy the company of those around you
and make a good impression.
Ihe business meal can be your place
to shine, or it can be one of the most
embarrassing experiences of your professional career.
Career services is planning a spring
1999 seminar to tackle these and other
aspects of business etiquette. Call
Melius in career services al 622-1568,
or watch their Web sile for announcements at <hltp://www.eku.edu/career>.
Ihe cooperative education office
also conducts meal etiquette sessions
as part of ihe co-op seminar (OSO 149).
which is offered eat h spring and fall
semester. Call Gladys Johnson at 6221296 for more information.
Jay Jon fs is a senior public relations
major from Somerset who plans to go
to law school after graduation.
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A REMarkable career
REM keeps
moving 'Up'
with first
record as trio
BY GWENDA BONO

Copy editor

Photo submitted
REM members Mike Mills, left, Peter Buck, center, and Michael Stipe recorded "Up," their first album without
drummer Bill Berry, with drum machines. "There's a lot of sadness and some pretty dark stuff," Stipe said in a
press release for the new record, "but each song has some hope."

The last month of my senior
year in high school (1994) had a
soundtrack. Every morning, as I
drove into the Jackson County
High parking lot, I queued up "It's
the End of the World As We
Know It" and cranked the volume
as loud as I could stand it.
The song came from REM's
1987 album "Document." It was
literally one album too late to
have a momentous impact on the
way I listened to music. By the
time "Document" came out, I'd
already been playing REM's fifth
album "Ijfe's Rich Pageant"
obsessively for a year. I was in
love with this college rock band
even if I was only in the fifth
grade at the time.
Now, I've obsessively listened
to lots of bands in my time, but I
can't think of any other that's
been around as long as REM
without embarrassing itself.
Hunk about that for a
moment. This band has been
around since 1980 and it has
never committed an unforgivable
musical sin. If you don't quite
catch the uniqueness of that, then
think of a band that's been
around for a comparable length of
time. Take I '2 for instance, a
band who's emharassed itself

quite deftly on both its last
albums despite that.
REM's music always has an
albums.
integrity behind it. As a band,
And REM'a latest, "Up," isn't
they've always done what they
going to break that pattern of
wanted to — never bowing under
good, relevant music. But it does
the pressure of a producer or
kick off a new era for the band, in
label.
more ways than one
The new tracks are lush and
While on tour for 1996s
"Monster." Bill Berry, the band's
multi-layered, and often, dark.
drummer, suffered a brain
The buzz on this record is it doesaneurysm. In the wake of that
n't sound like REM. I beg to difcame his decision to quit the
fer. It sounds exactly like REM
because REM is famous for never
band and spend time on the farm
with his family.
doing the same thing
twice.
All the other memThis time around,
bers of the band have ... I can't
Peter Buck's usually
expressed public sii|>- think of any
in-your-face guitar
l>ort for his decision.
other band
takes a back seat to
The announcement
Stipe's vocals. And
came a year after the
that's been
for the first time
band signed an
around as
ever, REM fans won't
unprecedented fivebe left to try and
album, $8(Mnillion
long as REM
decipher lyrics on
record contract.
their own — they'll
The band also has
without
actually be provided
said it will not replace
Berry and that he will embarrassing with the album.
Which is ironic,
always be a member
itself.
because Stipe's lyrics
of the band.
are quite understandIn a time when
able throughout the
some bands thiit have been
record.
around since the '.Htls don't have
any of tlie original members left,
Stipe has never sounded betor have a sort of rotating memter as a writer or a vocalist on
bership — like the Red Hot Chili
such tracks as the transcendent
Peppers seem to — REM is toigo
"At My Most Beautiful." the beauing a drummer rather than
tifully sleepy "Why Not Smile" or
replace Berry.
the first single "Daysleeper."
For the new album, REM used
The music is more subdued
drum machines in lieu ol a
than usual, but has a rich sound
replacement drummer.
that fits the tone of Stipe's lyrics.
But you don't really miss
Consequently, the album is darkBerry listening to "Up," because
er than most of REM's past works
the aural landscape is so diffei
and contains only one true bootyent.
shaker, the indomitably peppy
This album is a triumph and
"Lotus," which also happens to be
speaks to why REM is one of tinmy favorite song on the disc.
bands I've kept up with over tinIf you ask me, REM's stock
years: They aren't commercial.
just went up.
Fortunately, they -«■ 11 lots of

Theater departments latest 'says something to all of us'
BY DAVID JONES

Stall writer

During the time of Henrik
Ibsen,
the
well-known
Scandinavian playwright, it was
almost unheard of for a woman to
go out and seek independence.
Ibsen captures a woman's search
for freedom in his play, "A Doll's
House."
The theater department will be
doing a production of Ibsen's play.
The play was first published in
1879 and is set in 19th-century
Norway during the Christmas
season.
Jim Moreton, who is directing
the play, said the theater department chose the play mainly
because of the message it brings
to readers and viewers.
Nora, played by Rose
Coleman, had been sheltered and
treated like a doll all her life by
her father and husband (which is
where the play gets its name).
Moreton said that the play deals
with this issue in a very entertaining way.
The play says something to all

Torvald's back and borrowed
money from Krogstad, a moneylender, to pay for the trip.
However, she had forged her
dying father's name on the bank
note and convinced Torvald that
the money for the trip had come
from her father.
Krogstad, played by John
Drago, was constantly pressuring
her to pay her
I s h e d
loan
installC h r i s t in a s
ments so sinshopping.
A Doll's House
saved money
Nora
has
When: 8 p.m. Nov. 18-21
Torvald gave
bought a tree
her and only
and toys for the
Where: Giftord Theatre
Spent part of it.
children. She
She even got a
indulges herself
job without her
with some macaroons she had purchased. Her husband's knowledge.
Krogstad was an employee at
husband, Torvald, dislikes her
eating macaroons and she keeps the bank where Torvald was a
manager. Torvald disliked
their presence a secret from him.
The macaroons signify the fact Krogstad and fired him. He
that Nora is keeping a bigger replaced him with Nora's old
secret from him. Years earlier. friend, Mrs. I.inde, played by
Torvald, played by Andrew Lashe Dunn.
After he learned of his firing,
Dourne, had been ill and the doctor had said that he would die Krogstad called on Nora and
informed her that he would ruin
unless he went abroad.
Nora had gone behind her and her husband by inform-

of us," Moreton said.
"We need t<> know and realize
that we all have responsibilities to
other people but at the same time
we need to be who we are and
live life honestly," Mm Ion said,
The play staits out on the day
before Christmas anil Nora
Helmer, a housewife and the main
character in the play, has just fin-

I

Hours:
Sun. - Wed. 11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.

Exp: 11/30/98

$6.25
Exp: 11/30/98

Pizza Sub Special
Pizza Sub, Garlic Stix
& 32 oz. Soft Drink

I

623-0330

Exp: 11/30/98

Andrew Bourne and Rose Coleman rehearse a scene in "A Doll's
House." Bourne plays Torvald Helmer and Coleman plays his wife, Nora.
The play was written by Henrik Ibsen in 1879.

Louisville, Kentucky
Friday, November 6,1998
University of Louisville
School of Music - Room 263
Auditions: 7:30 - 9-J0 p.m.'

$15.25

Party Pizza Special
2(T Party Pizza
With 2 Toppings

$6.95
All prices listed on
this offer include
sales tax

Andrew Patterson/Progress

Singers,
Singer/Dancers,
Musicians & D.J.'s

Exp: 11/30/98 Cut in about 30 party squares

Large 14" Pizza Special
Large 1 Topping Pizza

PlzTA

APOUO

2 Medium Pizzas
With
One (1) Topping

$8.60

Ajouo

Krogstad tin-n received an official note of dismissal from
Torvald.
In retaliation, he wrote a letter
in which he revealed the full
details of Nora's forgery. He then
dropped the letter in the Helmer's
mailbox.
Nora was distraught and pleaded with Mrs. I.inde to talk
Krogstad out of doing this.
Krogstad and Mrs. I.inde had
once been lovers so Nora thought
she could reason with him.
What happens when and if
Torvald finds the letter won't be
revealed until the theater's production of the play, Nov. 18-21.
Tickets can be purchased at
the box office in the Campbell
Building,
which will open
Monday, November 9. It will be
open from noon until 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
You can reach the box office at
622-1323. Tickets are $4 for students and $5 for adult non-students.

228 S. Second Street
Downtown Richmond
Saving Stichmoitd <£ CJCU

$12.95

Exp: 11/30/98

note.

APOLLO PIZZA

fas*
f tee -

ATgllO

ing authorities of the forged bank

Hoagie Special
Steak Hoagie &
Cheddar Fries

I
I
I
I
I
I

H

i
i
i
i
i

Cincinnati, Ohio
Wednesday, November 11,1998
Holiday Inn Eastgate - Terrace
Auditions: 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.*
Sandusky, Ohio
Monday, November 23,1998
Cedar Point
Live Entertainment Office
Auditions: 12:00 4:00 p.m.'
'Eastern Standard Tbne

POSITIONS ALSO AMIABLE
• Technicians*
• Costume Shop Personnel •
• Assistant Choreographer •
• Costumed Characters •
CALL (41V) 627-2390 FOR FUR I HE* INFORMATION

A^OUO

$5.95
Sub& Salad

Your choice of Pizza sub.
Sausage sub. Ham & Cheese
or a Meatball Sub
Exp: 11/30/98

i
i
i
i
i

J

For additional sites or
information contact:
Cedar Point*
Live Entertainment
Post Office Box 5006
Sandusky, OH 44871-5006
(419)627-2390
www.cedarpoint.com

t\

► Movies
RICHMOND MALL 8
130 tartaw IrPty

m-CISj

Solldar(R) 10.O5
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I-uncheon speaker will be Joel
Pett, Lexington Herald-Leader
editorial cartoonist.
For more information, call 6221478 or visit the Eastern web site.

PROGRESS

■ POETRY READING
"Always in Profile"
Noon, Room 205 Phelps-Stokes
Chapel at Berea College
Mary Jo Thomas, associate professor of English, teaches creative writing and poetry at Berea
College. She will read selections
from an unpublished manuscript
entitled "Always in Profile."
Her articles have appeared in
many state and national journals
and newspapers.

The Eastern Networking
Strategies and Technical Issues
Committee will sponsor an
Instructional Computing Expo. At
right, Jeremy Petter performs one of
many computer demonstratons thai
will be shown at the expo.

When

8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Wednesday Nov. 11
and Thursday Nov. 12

Where
Perkins Conference Center

Cost

Pre-registration - $50
On - site registration - $(><)
Full time Student - $25
Bfenda AheanVProgress

TODAY
■ SEMINAR
Mercedes Merjivar and Wendy
Sarmiento, activists from El
Salvador will speak.
Kennamer Room, Powell
10:30 a.m. Social problems class
11:45 a.m. and 2:15 p.m.
Introduction to sociology class
Sessions are open to everyone.
■ MUSIC
Faculty Brass Quintet
8 p.m. Brock Auditorium

FRIDAY

which includes campus tours,
academic exhibits and information, open classrooms, residence
hall vigils, refreshments and free
passes i" Eastern vs. Southeast
Missouri football game.
For information, contact the
Division of admissions at 622-2106.

MONDAY
■ DANCE
Swing Your Partner
8 - 9:15 p.m. Weaver Dance
Studio
$5 per person or $8 per couple
Sponsored by Eastern Dance
I neater

■ FOOTBALL
Eastern vs. Southeast Missouri

TUESDAY

Stale

1:30 p.m. Roy Kidd Stadium

■ MEETING
Student Association
1:30 p.m. Jaggers Room

■ BASKETBALL
Eastern vs. Basketball Unlimited

■ VIVE
BSU "Vive"
9 p.m. Baptist Student Union

i ;30 p.m. Alumni Coliseum

■ LUNCH
Women's studies lunch meeting
11:45 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. Dining
Room A, Powell Cafeteria
Guests will be Mercedes
Menjivar and Wendy Sarmiento

SATURDAY
■ CAMPUS TOUR
Spotlight Day 9 a.m. - noon.
Alumni Coliseum
Prospective students and parents
are invited to Spotlight Day,

SUNDAY

■ MEETING
Golden Key National Honor
Society 5:30 p.m. Dupree Rec
Room

■ MASS
5 p.m. Catholic Newman Center
■ SUPPER
Sunday Supper

6p.m. Catholic Newman Center
■ MUSK
Student saxophone recital
3 p.m. Brock Auditorium

WEDNESDAY
■ COMPITKR EXPO
Eastern Networking and
Technical Issues Committee will
sponsor an Instructional
Computing Expo.

■ SPEAKER
"Making a Difference in
Medicine and Health"
3:30 p.m. Kennamer Room,
Powell
Paula Maionchi, physician at the
Instant Care Center and attorneyat-law (j)rivate consultant), will
speak. This is part of the
"Women Making a Difference in
Our Communities" speaker
series. A reception will follow in
Herndon Lounge.

Balovad (R) 9 00
Practical Magic (PO-13) 1 25. 4 50. 72S
Anti (PO) 10S. 3. 5. 7.9
Tha Siaga (H)~ 120. 4:38. 7:10.9:45
Rush Hour (PO-13) 1. 3:10. 520. 7:30,
9:40
Wizard ol Ol (O)" *. 3:15. 525. 7:40,
950
Vamplraa (R)~ 135. 5:15. 7:35. 935
Plaaaantvllla (PO-13)** 130. 4 30. 7.05.

9:40
Tha Walarboy (PO-13)** 1 15, 325, 5:30
7:45.10

Han mm* 9mm *m •»•*> m Mar u* »
•Mat am at 4:li am an FH11* Ml mm.T1us.il/a-llflt. Oamalaaf!
ilfrall*.

- Since 1978 ...

recordsmith.
EKU BY MSS
623-5(rcfi
ACROSS
°"0UD° FROM PI2ZA HUT

■ MEETING
Christian Student Fellowship
7 p.m. at Daniel Boone statue

Timeless Treasures with the

■ DANCE
Country and western and swing
dance 7-11 p.m. Weaver Gym
$2 for students $5 for non-students
■ BASKETBALL
I-ady Colonels vs. Sports Reach
Crusaders
7:30 p.m. Alumni Coliseum

■PLAY

a65u ^JOVLC
Wedding, Floral & Gift Shop

Christmas Open House
Friday & Saturday, November 13th & 14th

"Points of Arrival: A Jean
Donavan Journey'*
7 p.m. St. Mark Parrish
This compelling work explores
the struggle and faith of Jean
Donavan, one of the four North
American church women murdered in El Salvador in 1980.
For more information, call the
Newman Center at 623-9400.

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
door prizes Gifts for all ages mtmUmmm
Featuring: Speciality Candles
Boyd's Bears, Holiday Arrangements,
Lay-A-Way Available Accept all major credit cards

825 E. Main St

623-1333

Monday- All You Can Eat Breakfast Bar-$4.50
Eggs,Biscuits & Gravy,Bacon,
Sausage, Waffles and More
Tuesday- Chili/Baked Potato Bar-All You Can
Eat-$4.50
Paired or Individually
Wednesday- Wing Bar- All You Can Eat-$4.50
Inferno, Buffalo, and Honey Barbeque plus

lots of extras

Powell Cafeteria

Where the best minds on
campus meet and eat!

Thursday-All You Can Eat Pasta Bar-$4.50
Choose from 3 kinds of pasta and 3
kinds of sauce, plus veggies, and
garlic bread.

6

.Catering
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WEEDHSG BELLS ARE RILNGIING! ! !
LET EASTERN CATERING
PROVIDE YOU WITH
YOUR WEDDING NEEI
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From the teacakes tor ;t shower to
hors d' ouerves lor a reception let
the professionals provide you wit
a wedding dream

4 December 1 st

Come to the chapel of Easte
Catering. Located in Povvel
Building. 622-2183
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► Review

Student finds entertainment
at Keeneland Amusement
BY BYRON SUMMERS

Staff writer

I recently attended the Keeneland
Amusement Park here in Richmond to
see how it stacked up against other
forms of entertainment aimed at students.
Halloween was the grand opening. I
went a few days prior to check things
out.
Inside there were plenty of video
games and prize machines, more of
which were yet to arrive for the grand
opening.
Oscar McGee, owner of the park,
said the inside attractions will be the
"newest video games on the market —
probably a half million dollar's worth of
equipment will be here."
Some of these games consist of skiball, motorcycle games, football and
basketball games and three pool tables.
I enjoyed myself on the games they had
at the time, so it can only get better with
the new equipment
Outside is a slick go-cart track that
was fun to experience. Go-carts are $5 a
person or $8 a couple. Next to that is a
miniature golf course.

"It's set up for Pro-college miniature
golf," McGee said. Golf clubs are provided along with balls for $4, but adults
may bring their own putters.
The course is 28 holes. Although
there isn't too much as far as scenery or
creative obstacles, it was a definite challenge.
Keeneland looks forward to sponsoring golf tournaments for Eastern, along
with pool and dart tournaments,
karaoke and fundraising events.
"We would be glad to work with the
college for special fund-raising," McGee
said.
The park can be reserved for to host
a variety of social events such as picnics

and birthday parties.
The park already has a number of
parties reserved.
Something that sounds very interesting but was unavailable at the time were
the amphibious Max vehicles.
These are the only six-wheel
amphibious vehicles in the state,
McGee said. These are all-terrain vehicles that even have their own video
screens.
We had the opportunity to view the
film and witnessed how the Maxs could
do such things as travel through snow
and even on top of water.
You must be 18 years old to ride a
Max, or accompianied by an adult.
Keeneland is the only dealer of the
Max vehicles here in Richmond.
For hungry visitors there is a variety
of food and drinks offered, including
pizza provided by Pizza Hut at $1.50 a
slice.
Keeneland Amusement Park is open
2-10 p.m. Sunday through Thursday and
2-11 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
There is a bonus for Eastern students. Monday nights students receive
25 percent off prices with their student
ID.

Richmond physician to lecture
on life, health and medicine
PBOQRESS STAff

REPORT

Reserve National Guard.
The lecture series features
The women's studies proexceptional women who are
gram lecture series, "Women
making a difference in the comMaking A Difference in our
munity.
Communities," continues with a
Each speaker discusses her
speech on health and medicine
experiences in arriving at her
by Dr. Paula Maionchi.
current position. The lectures
The lecture is at 3:30 p.m.,
also include the challeges,
Oct. 21, in the Kennamer Room
issues and opportunities in her
of Powell.
Or. Paula
workplace. Speakers also disDr. Paula Maionchi is a Maionchi is a
cuss the vision and skills needphysician at Instant Care Richmond
ed for the future.
Center and an. attorney-at-law. physician.
The women's studies proDr. Maionchi has practiced
gram, which sponsors the
medicine in Richmond for over
series, is designed to recognize and vali20 years.
Dr. Maionchi is also an attorney and date the experiences and contributions
a Colonel in the United States Army to women in our society.

Women's studies
series schedule
January 20,1998
Banking: Barbara Griec
February 16,1999
Leadership: Kathy Kustra
Bienda Ahearn/Progtess

March 29,1999
Journalism: Vanessa Gallman

EKU Spring Orchestra

All sessions begin at 3:30 p.m. and
last approximately one hour. All lectures are in the Kennamer room of
Powell.

Rachel Stewart, a freshman anthropology major from Ashland, plays the cello in the
EKU Spring Orchestra. The concert was sponsored by the Eastern music department.
Musicians included students and taculty.

Eastern sororities come together to celebrate Panhellenic Week
BY STACI RBD

Activities editor

Panhellenic Week is a week for
sororities to congregate as a
whole. Activities scheduled for
the week are not only social but
educational.
"Panhellenic Week is an opportunity for the women's group to
come together and learn more
about each other," said Genny
Gist, a senior business management major from Bardstown and
Panhellenic president.
"It's just a time when all the
chapters can come together and
do educational and social events

as well," Gist said.
Tuesday night, activities begin
with a progressive dinner. Each
sorority has 15-20 women
involved in the dinner which
begins on one sorority floor and
moves to other floors throughout
the night.
The idea is to allow the sororities to see floors they may not
have had the opportunity to visit
before.
"Girls from every sorority will
go to at least four floors," said
Jodi Schmidt, a senior speech
communications major from Fort

Mitchell and Greek activities officer. "Girls from each sorority will
also stay on their floor to host."
The dinner may begin with a
salad on one floor and end with
dessert on another.
The sorority sisters are separated and placed into different
groups.
"We don't keep the chapters
together so they can walk around
and talk to each other," Gist said.
"It gives chapters the opportunities to see what other floors look
like."
After the progressive dinner.
Shannon Brown Marthouse will

give a speech.
Marthouse is the leadership
development coordinator. She will
lecture on women in leadership.
The lecture is not limited to sorority members but is open to the
public.
Maureen Syring will speak at 8
p.m. Wednesday night. Syring is a
former national president of Delta
Gamma sorority.
Panhellenic Week will end on
Thursday with a Sisterhood
Event.
The Sisterhood Event is a
social event for all members of
sororities. The women will bowl

and play billiards in Powell.
"The last activity is on
Thursday but we encourage people to come to the football game
on Saturday," Schmidt said.
Each activity attended will give
members a chance to put their
name into a drawing.
The prize for the drawing is
the registration fee for the
Southeastern
Panhellenic
Conference in Atlanta.
"Panhellenic week is just a
time for one week when activities
are geared toward mixing and
meeting new people." Schmidt
said.

ii Panhellenic
Week is an
opportunity for
the woman's
group to come
together and get
to know each
other.
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1059 BEREA RD.
RICHMOND, KY.
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623-9580

_ SEAFOOD

."PoettesftsU

Try our
GOLDEN FRIED
SEAFOOD DINNER

< .HINDI KS

624-1540

Genny Gist,
Panhellenic president

;$5 OFF i
Your Next
I Payday Advance
I Some restrictions
I apply. $100 minimum
I transaction. One per
■ visit with coupon only,
Expire* 12/31/98
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Univtriily Shopping Ctnltr
Nair Social Stcurlly Otllca

623-1199

DELUXE SEAFOOD
PLATTER
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YOU'LL LOVE JACKS!
The only GRINDER \r\ town,
best PIZZA, great SALADS,
hot CHILI DRAFT BEER
Jack will give you a
FREE ORDER OF FRIES
wrum you buy 2 half CRINDERS!
You can't beat that dea\\
83 7 Eastern Bypass
Carriage Gate Center. Near K-Mart
Coupon Expires 12/1/98

$399

^a*P AND
AND UP
UP
For A Limited Time Only At Participating Captain D's

SHRIMP &FRIESI CHICKEN&FRIES

$2

• Bite Size Shrimp,
[ Fries Hush Puppie
& Cocktail Sauce

On* <*nn*r par ooupon Noi good
Mh any orhar coupon £» cMcount
oft* E*>in>. 11/12/98 lOSeBaraa
Road. Richmond, Ky
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FISH & FRIES
J Fish, Fries,
Hush Puppies
& Tartar Sauce

$135

•2 C ! Chicken, Fries,
1 Hush Puppies &
! Sweet & Sour Sauce
,
■
.
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Ona cVrmor par coupon Noi good
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1
oUar Eipirat 1V12/B8 lOSSBaraa
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i FISH&CHICKEN
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Ro«d. Richmond. Ky
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Fish
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;
$139
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Shane Walters, editor
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Cross country captures 17th title
Women's squad takes OVC crown,
men lose by six points to Eastern 111.
► Progress MVP
Jon Denton,
a junior from
Henderson.
Nev.. threw
four touchdown passes
for the second
time this season (also
accomplished
Jon Denton
this feat in
season opener finished
vs. Kentucky
Saturday's
State) tying a
contest against
single game
UT-Martin
school record
15-23 lor 195
in hitting
yards.
touchdown
tosses of 57, 9,
5 and 20 yards against the
Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks
Saturday.
Denton's performance
moved him to fourth in the
nation in pass efficiency with
his rating of 138.8, a mark
which also leads the OVC.

BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor

Eastern's cross country dynasty con
tinned as Rick Erdmann's women's cross
country team captured its 17th consecutive Ohio Valley Conference championship last weekend, while the men's
team fell short of defending its OVC title.
losing by six points to Eastern Illinois.
In the women's 5.000-meter run,
Eastern was led by senior Sarah Blossom
who placed second with a time of 18:42.97.
behind Southeast Missouri-runner Jan. lie
Quigley (18:21.15). Despite Blossom's
impressive second-place showing, it was
the first time in 16 years that a cross country Colonel had not won the individual
championship.
Other Eastern runners and their finishes were Theresa Olsen. sixth: Jenni
Brown, seventh: Heather Davel. eighth;
and Hannah Benjamin, ninth. Also com-

Daniel Koech
placed first for
the men.

Sarah Blossom
placed second
for the women.

peting for Eastern, but not scoring, were
Celestina Ogbolugo in 10th and Jennifer
Wheeler. 19th.
"Our women's team ran close together
and that's the key to winning." Erdmann
said. "I think the women accomplished a
lot for a relatively young team. Some of
the girls on this team are only 17 years
old. so when our winning streak started
17 years ago. they were just born — that's
mind-boggling to me."
Senior Daniel Koech led the charge for
the men's cross country team, crossing
the finishline first in the 8.000-meter run
to win the individual championship.
Although Koech took the overall gold, the
(Olonel runners could only manage to
place second overall behind winner
Eastern Illinois.
Mohammed Khayr placed second with
an overall time of 2(>: 14.74. while Charlie
Moore rounded out Eastern's top 1(1 fin-

ishers with a fifth place time of 26:43.42.
Ryan I'arrish finished 14th for the
Colonels with a time of 27:3843 and Sola
Ogawa finished with a time of 27:40.07 for
a 15th place showing. Also running for
Eastern, but not scoring, were Keith
Vroman. 23rd, and David Machungo, 34th.
"Our top three guys ran really well, but
our four, five and six guys didn't show a
lot of intensity and courage," Erdmann
said. "Eastern Illinois just ran with more
emotion, but I felt our team had more talent. We just didn't have the courage or the
desire- as a group — we showed so little
toughness "
Eastern's women's team will compete
at the NCAA District III meet at I-'urman
University in Greenville, S.C Nov. 14.
Erdmann said he also will take Koech.
Khayr and Moore from the Colone.s'
men's team to compete.
"Daniel, Mo and Charlie have an opportunity to go beyond the districts," Erdmann
said. "We are only taking those three guys
to the Etirman meet. At this point, for the
men. it has become an individual thing. Die
rest of the team doesn't deserve to go to
the district meet, in my mind."

»»Our top
throe guys
ran really
well, but our
four, five
and six guys
didn't show
a lot of
intensity
and
courage.
Rick Erdmann,
track coach
»

► Football

REDEMPTION

► Sports brief
WEKUfM wMI carry ail 1998
Eastern basketball contest
In past years, WEKU-FM (88.9)
carried only the Ohio Valley
Conference contests of Eastern's
basketball games, but. beginning
this year. WKKl I-FM will carry all
regular and post-season Eastern
basketball games, beginning with
the Eastern vs. Kentucky contest
Nov. 17. Each WEKU-FM broadcast begins a half hour before tipoff.

► Standings

Volleyball

Ohio Valley Conference
teams' conference standings

Eastern Illinois
13-1
Tennessee Tech 10-3
Southeast Missouri 10-4
Austin Peay
*6
8-5
Murray State
84
Morehead Stale
Tennessee-Martin 6-7
Middle Tennessee 3-11
Eastern Kentucky 3-13
Tennessee Stale 0-13

► Schedule
Football (4-4)
■ vs. Southeast Missouri. 1:30
p.m.. Saturday, Koy Kkld Stadium
Radio: 1340 AM WEKY.
88.9FMWEKU

Volleyball (3-20)
■ vs. 1 Iniversity of IjouisviDe. 2
p.m., Sunday, liaiisviUc
■ vs. Tennessee Tech. 830pm,
Nov. l3.GmkeviIe.Tenn.
■ vs. MicIdle Tennessee. 3 p.m..
Nov. 14. Murfrccsboro. 'Tenn.

Cross Country
■ NCAA District III
Championships. Nov. 14,

Greenvule. S.C,

Men's Basketball
■ vs. Kaskethall I n limits I. 7:M)
p.m.. Saturday. Alumni Coliseum
■ vs. Rose City Express. 7:30
p.m.. Nov. 14. .Alumni Coliseum

Photos by Don Knight/Progress
Sophomore fullback Jonathan Butler rushes the football through UTMartin's defensive line Butler had a 9 yard touchdown for Eastern

Eastern eliminates
OVC losing streak;
Muchow out for year
Junior quarterback Jon
Denton threw four touchdown passes and Eastern returned two InterMARTIN. Tenn. — A football ceptions for touchdowns to frusteam had to win. and a football trate the Skyhawks' Homecoming
team had to lose
activities.
A losing streak had to
Denton had touchdown
end. and a losing streak
panes of 57 and 20 yards
had to continue.
to senior wide receiver
Unfortunately, for
Rondel Menendez. i.)
coach Jim Marshall's 0-K
yards to Jonathan Hutler
UT-Martin Skyhawks.
and 5 yards to Anthony
redemption found salvaWatson, lln- UNLV transtion on the opposite side
fer completed !5-of-23
of the gridiron.
passes for 195 yards.
Coach Koy Kidd's
Denton has now
Colonels broke a threethrown 16 scoring passes
game conference losing Jason
this season, which tics
streak with a 47-29 victo- Muchow
him for the Eastern sinry over UT-Martin last suffered a torn gle season record, held
Saturday to even the ACL of his
by Mike Whitaker in
team's overall record at right knee and
1986. For only the third
4-4 and move into fifth will be lost for
time this year, he was
place in the Ohio Valley the season
intercepted, breaking a
Conference standings
string of 139 consecutive
with the team's 2-3
passes he had thrown
league mark.
without an interception.
"This was not a good football
Denton's performance against
team we played." Kidd said of UT-Martin moved him to fourth
Marshall's young UT-Martin
See Football/Page A12
squad.
BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor

Colonel defensive mission: Stop 11 little Indians
BY DANIEL REINHART

■ vs. I Iniversity of Kentucky.
7:30 p.m.. Nov. 17. Lexington

Assistant sports editor

Woman's Basketball
■ vs. Sports Reach. 7:30 p.m..
Wednesday. Alumni Coliseum
■ vs. Kansas State. 7 p.m.. Nov
18. Manhattan. Kan.
■ vs. Miami (Ohio). 730 p in .
Nov. 21, Alumni Coliseum

T

Senior wide receiver Rondel Menendez celebrates a touchdown with junior defensive end Anthony Watson
during Saturday's contest against coach Jim Marshall's 0-8 Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks.

Jon
Mumtord's
Southeast
Missouri
Indians are 2-4
in the OVC

The end is nigh — the end of the season, that is. After snapping their three
game losing streak by racking up 47
points against hapless TennesseeMartin. Eastern returns home to end its
season with a thret^gamc home stand.
'I he first of file ihnv will be this weekctid
against Southeastern Missouri Suite. The
Indians are 345 overall and 2-1 in the Ohio
VaDey C< Hifennce.
For Eastern (1-4,2-3). the law of aver
ages has some into play often this year.
Eastern lost to Tennessee State
and Tennessee Tech. whom they had

1

game from the Indians.
"SEMO has played everybody tough
this year." Kidd said. "We did some"
good things in our win over IT-Martin.
but need to step it up and be more consistent and work on our concentration."
After struggling offensively in its
three-game losing streak. Fastern
turned the offensive power up full blast
on Saturday against the Skyhawks. The
47 points are the most they have scored
all year.
But for Fastern to win. the defense
will have to stop senior running back
Corey Williams, who is the hading
scorer in the OVC.

dominated in past years.
The Colonels are hoping not to fall
victim to the law of averages this week
as they play SEMO.
Eastern has dominated SEMO,
beating them all eight limes since the
series began in 1990.
last week. SEMO suffered a bitter
defeat to Middle 'Tennessee. The
Indians had a chance to lake the game
into overtime, but missed the two-point
conversion and the chance for a vklory,
losing 21-19.
Coach Roy Kidd and Eastern are
trying to snap a two game-home losing streak and are expecting a tough

Williams averages just fewer than
10 points a game and ranks 14th
nationally in scoring. The Indians rank
second in the conference in rushing
ol tense with 173.3 yards a game.
Even though the Colonels have
had an up-and-down season. Kidd and
his program still have overwhelming

respect from OVC foes.
Fastern Kentucky has a good football team that will be tough to beat in
Richmond. They've had more adversity than usual this season and have
come up short in several close
games." SEMO coach John Mumford
said. "We will have to stop the run."

>
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Tennessee Tech
spooks, spoils
Halloween host
Doyle, Sellars will participate
in Rolex Intercollegiate tourney
BY DANIEL REINHART

Assistant sports editor

Andrew Patterson/Progress
Senior Adam Doyle attempts to return the tennis ball during Eastern's
final fall contest against the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles Saturday.

Colonel fans were not treated
to a victory as the men's and
women's tennis teams were dominated at home by Tennessee Tech
on Halloween.
An improving Colonels men's
team met their match Saturday
losing 7-0 to Tennessee Tech.
"This is the best team Tech
has ever had," coach Tom
Higgins said. "We played good
and we will improve, but today
they were just a better team."
The loss was a low point on
what has been an exciting week
for the men's team.
Earlier in the week two of
Eastern's players were selected to
play in the Rolex Southern
Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament
in Athens, Ga.
Adam Doyle, who beat
Michigan's top seed earlier in the
year, was selected to play in the singles match in the Rolex tournament,
also his teammate Jamey Sellars will
also be joining him to compete in
the doubles match. The two will
compete in the tournament Nov. 4-8.

"This is great for Adam and
Jamey and for our team." Higgins
said.
The women had no players
selected for the honor of playing
in the Rolex tournament but also
finished up their season against
Tennessee Tech. The Lady
Colonels were dismantled 9-0 by
the Lady Golden Eagles.
"I'm really proud of our ladies'
play". Higgins said. "Tech has
always had a great girls team and we
went out and played them tough."
One of the bright spots for the
I.ady Colonels was Ellen Smith.
The senior played tough, falling in
three sets to Tennessee Tech's
No. 4 seed.
"Our girls are really improving
and they will be ready for an outstanding spring season." Higgins
said.
After the matches at the
University of I/iuisville earlier in
the season, assistant coach Susan
Aurich talked about her team's
progress.
"All of the girls possess the talent and skills to play with this
kind of competition." Aurich said.
"Hie girls really want to succeed
and they are on the right track."

Colonels end fall season at Anchor Bank
Rebounding from a 17th place
finish two weekends ago, the
men's golf team finished their fall
season by placing 10th in the First
South Anchor Bank Intercollegiate
tournament.
The Colonels broke into the
top echelon of teams (schools
with scores of 30 and under) and
just missed out on a top eight finish. East Carolina (earning 9th

Happy
Birthday
Doc!

Dairy
Queen

[990

; Gravy & Biscuits
w/coupon

not valid with any other coupon or offer
Big Hill Avenue

131 N. Keeneland

624-0481

623-3625

Reyne Johnson
Joan Caudill

formerly of Lane's Hairstyling

► Men's Golf

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

1

place at 27 over par) and James
Madison (taking 8th at 25 over
par) just edged out Eastern.
The Colonels finished with a
score of 28 over par.
Coach Pat Stephens' team
was led by Eric Willenbrink who
finished tied for seventh.
Willenbrink was extremely consistent with scores of 72, 72, and
73 shooting a final score of 217.
Andrew Games also helped to
pace the Colonels tying for 16th

place. Behind Willenbrink and
Games' score. Eastern shot a 217.
Eastern's third place finisher
was James Milam who earned
43rd place.
The Colonels best finish of
the fall season, was when they
won their own Eastern Kentucky
Colonel Classic.
The men's team will start the
1999 spring season with the
Fripp Island Intercollegiate
Tournament Mar. 4-7.

w

Eastern final results
Finish

Scores

7th Eric Willenbrink 72-72-73—217
16th Andrew Games 71-78-71—220
43rd James Milam

77-74-75—226

54th Chad Creech

79-76-77—232

65th Mason Guy

78-76-82-236

HAVE MOVED

10

5

flaking wave
623-1169
914 Red House Road

Bring this ad for
20% off all services

EKU Office of Student Pevelopuient
Presents A Workshop Series:

•£.$&&&&■

fr

mnuiNG YOUR
^toneworth &hirt Co.

LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL

Richmond Mall Mon.-Sat 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Sun. 1-6 p.m.

623-6852

November 10-12,1998

A Beautiful
Holiday
Begins Here...
and You're Invited

You're really
gettin'
up there! ^

WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP
Tuesday. November 10 * 8:00 PM 9:00 PM
Herndon Lome (Ptwell Building!

Holiday
Open
House

A program specially designed for women to explore leadership in their lives; to
establish mentors and a vision (or their lives.
Speakers: Shannon Brown Marthouse (Coord, of Leadership Develop.)
Gena Lewis (President of EKU Young Democrats)
Co-sponsored by Office of Student Development and the Women's Studies Program

BE THE MESSAGE

You're invited to see our dazzling Holiday Treasures Color

Wednesday. November 11 •:• 11:45 AM-12:45 PM
Kennamer Room (Ptwell Building]

Collection. You'll also discover a fabulous array of ele-

Leadership and communication; learn the "3 C's of Essential Communication'

Gel the Holidays off to a beautiful start at Merle Norman.

gant holiday gifts, all wrapped and ready for giving.

Date:

(y*J %

Speaker:

Ferrell Wellman (Asst. Professor in Mass Communications)

November 6, 7, & 8

Time: Fri. & Sat., 10 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sunday, 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

YOUR BIGHT TO BE HUMAN:
ASSERTIVENESS SKILLS FOR REAL PEOPLE
Thursday.November 12 * 11:45AM 1245PM
Music Lounge (Powell Building)

mERLe noRman
COSMETIC

Assertiveness, decision making, comfortable conflict, and dealing with difficult
people

STUDIOS

839 EKU Bypass • Carriage Gate Shopping Center
Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Closed Sunday
10% Student Discount
Independently owned and operated

Speaker:

Michalle Rice (EKU Counseling Center)

111*

Je
"■"Wine Eastern
Donovan Annex 622-1881

QUESTIONS? CONTACT SHANNON K0YVN MARTHOUSE
OFFICE OF STWENT PEVE10PMENT • (606) 6tt-*S?5.
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Colonels terminated from playoffs
BY DANIEL REWHART

Assistant sports editor

Don Knight/Progress
Freshman Katie Lyon spikes the volleyball by two Tennessee State
defenders during Friday's contest in Alumni Coliseum.

In its final stand of the season,
Eastern salvaged another victory,
splitting its matches with
Tennessee State and Austin Peay.
Unfortunately for the Colonels,
the third win won't help prolong
their season because they were
mathematically eliminated from
the post-season last week. But firstyear coach Lori Duncan said her
team is still looking for victories.
"1 don't sense that we, as a
group, are going through the
motions," Duncan said. "As a
group, we are still focused."
In the Ohio Valley Conference,
only the top six teams earn a spot
in the post-season tournament.
The best the Colonels can now
finish is eighth place, which is
where they were picked to finish
in the preseason. Duncan said
that "eighth would be a victory"
for the team.
Over the weekend. Eastern
snapped its five-game losing
streak with its win. In the first
game, the Golden Eagles, 012 in
OVC play, didn't find any solace
from the struggling Colonels.
Behind the play of Mary Lee
Keranko, 16 kills with only three
errors, and Sharon Moreno's 28
assists. Eastern crushed Tennessee
State 15-2,15-12 and 15-9.

"In the first game, we did dominate. It's a matter of confidence,"
Duncan said.
But Duncan wasn't impressed
with how her team "played"
against the Golden Eagles and said
they didn't finish the match strong.
"A very experienced team
wouldn't let that happen," Duncan
said. "But we're at the point
where a win is a win."
In their last home match of the
season Saturday, the Colonels
couldn't put together consecutive
wins, losing in three straight
games. A strong Austin Peay team
(15-10. 9-5) dominated its host
beating Eastern 15-3,15-4,15-7.
For Duncan and her young
team, the season is winding down
as they have only three games left.
With the team at 3-20 overall one
of its goals is still in sight. The
goal of winning more games than
last year's team, which was 3-29.
Eastern will try for that fourth
win on the road Sunday against
Louisville.
The Colonels then travel to
Tennessee Tech and Middle
Tennessee to finish out the season.
After enduring most of the
rough season Duncan is looking to
finish out this year on a high note.
"(I'm) helping them see the
light at the end of the tunnel,"
Duncan said. "I'm very excited
about the future."

NEW RELEASES-HARDCOVER
Book Eight of
The Wheel of Time
The battle scenes have the breathless urgency of
first hand experience and the evil laced into the
forces of good, the dangers latent in any
promised salvation, the sense of unavoidable
onslaught bear the marks of American
, National experience during the
last three decades.

miro

jovc\an

$27^5

King's most gripping and unforgettable
novel. Bag of Bones, is a story of grief
and a lost love's enduring bonds, of a
new love haunted by secrets of the past,
and an innocent child caught in a terrible crossfire.

aO**1
too
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Football: UT-Martin victory breaks three-game losing streak
to suffer a torn ACL — cornerback Scooter Asel suffered the
in the nation in pass efficiency same injury and was also lost for
with his rating of 158.8, a mark the season against Middle
which also leads the OVC.
Tennessee Sept. 26.
"I always felt like he (Muchow)
The Colonels intercepted four
passes from UT-Martin's quarter- was too tough to get hurt," Kidd
back John Repella, and returned said.
This was a really big win for
two of them for touchdowns.
Charles Tinsley returned one 47 us," Muchow said. "But this
yards with only five seconds injury is very disappointing —
very disappointing."
remaining in the first half.
The Skyhawks tried to revamp
Along with Tinsley"s touchdown,
from
a 40-14 halftime Colonel lead
the Colonels scored 17 points in the
with a 41-yard field goal by Eddy
final 96 seconds of the first half to Winslow and a 4-yard touchdown run
cap a 24-point second quarter and by Repella, slicing the margin 40-23.
pulled away from UT-Martin.
After a scoreless third quarter,
Starting defensive tackle Jason senior defensive back Tony Woods
Muchow went down in the first half scored Eastern's last touchdown
with an injury and never returned. on an 88-yard interception return
Muchow suffered a torn anterior late in the fourth quarter.
cruciate ligament of his right knee
With a last effort for a miracle
and will be lost for the season.
comeback, UT-Martin scored on a
Muchow is the second Colonel 22-yard touchdown pass from
From Page A10

Football
Ohio Valley Conference
teams' conference standings

Murray State

4-1

Tennessee State

4-1

Eastern Illinois

3-1

Middte Tennessee

4-2

Eastern Kentucky

2-3

Tennessee Tech

2-4

Southeast Missouri

2-4

Tennessee-Martin

0-5

wr

WASH

" We still didn't
execute very
good. It doesn't
do any good to
call this play or
that play if you
don't execute.

Buy one entree
get a FREE
appetizer!

Roy Kidd,
football coach

yy
Repella to Rory Redmond, but the
Colonel defense denied the
Skyhawks' point-after attempt,
giving Eastern an 18-point victory.
"We still didn't execute very
good," Kidd said. "It doesn't do
any good to call this play or that
play if you don't execute."
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New Happy Hours

3 p.m.-7 p.m.
10 p.m.-close
1/2 off Appetizers
$1 off mix drinks, bottle beer, and wine
$1 Draft and $2 Brewtus
624-1224 Eastern Bypass
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. - Midnight Sun. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

MCYUIO

Please clip and bring this coupon.
I
Exp. 12/5/98.
Top loaders only Limit one pei customsi Hot <)ood with .my olhet coupon or discount

Mon. - Thurs. Washers <ml\ 75c u l<>;tcl until noon.

GREAT TANNING
New Bulbs!

AND u«
When you buy products made from
recycled materials, recycling keeps

S5 off on all tanning packages
S2.50 for first time customers

working. To f rid out more.
call l-SOO-CALL-EP^.

Eip 11 1298.

Pink Flamingo

Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave. • 623-0076

&Btt

7:.Mi .i.ni.-Ill p.m. \!on-Sut.. Hi a.m.-ltl p.m. Sun.

► AD INDEX
Apollo's A7
Applebee's A12
Arizona Jack's A9
Bodean's A5
Botany Bay AS
Bourbon Co. Schools A4
Captain D's A9
Cedar Point A7
Check Exchange A9
Church Directory AS
Classy Touch A8
Dairy Queen A11
Delta Zeta AS
Dr. Roberts A5
Electric Beach A3
Endless Summer Tours
A4
First Gear A4
Food Servies A8
Gift Box A4
KY Connect A8, A9
Little Professor A12
Main St. Chevron A12
Making Waves A11
Mall Movies A8
Merle Norman A11
Miller's Landing Laundry
A12
PC Systems A3
PHCA5
Picture Perfect A4, AS
Pink Flamingo A12
Pro Performance A4
Recordsmith A8
Rite-Aid A5
Sera-Tec A4
Stoneworth Shirt Co. A11
Student Development A11
Subway A4
Tillerman's A4
University Cinemas A8
i.-V *

Main Street a*™

Chevron

"TCBWIfeate

Miller's
Landing
Richmond's Only Automated Tanning Beds
Laundry & Tanning Salon

Tanning
Strongest Bulbs in Town

5 visits for $10
Join the

Frequent Yogurt
Buyer's Club!
Buy 9 of any kind of
TCBY Treat and
get the

mil FREEH!
Come by for your card today!
Bring this ad and receive
Sk offanv TCBYTreat
421 West Main Street • Richmond, KY 40475
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Yer$250

Dry Cleaning F
Drop-off Service

8 a.m. to 11 p.m. tVtRyDAY

908 Redhouse Road
Millers landing 626-1032
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hard-up for other story topics this issue. We've got a hard look at cigarettes

a bomb and an all-out pizza war.
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much for textbooks? Here's your chance to beat them at their own game.

buying books on-line.

I

lO

Students do the darndest things. So we've rounded up a few of them for

IAB

your reading enjoyment. Meet an Ohio State U. student who has an

affinity for body slamming 300-pound men. a Harvard U. student who may
have found a cure for cancer and a Texas ARcM student who has a really nice an.

I 13

I

SAVE OUI SCHOOLS Historically black schools — an endangered species?
Bt ► U C JU f 0£ CASH How studying abroad can save you some dough.

14

IF III SMOKE "Just say no"

15

MIAN LEGENDS Heard the one about the overworked student shoving pen-

17

ID

drugs or your student loan could go bye-bye.

CUIIENCi CIISIS It's giving Asian students a run lor their money.

cils up his nose? We hadn't either. Death by pencils and most campus learruk.

Toch

U. WISH Really cool tech products we're dying to have, and you vnl be too,
once you read about them.

1C

THE BRAINY BUNCH

I 4s?

Meet the geeks who hit it

1ft
10

Guest .
Expert/

MCK
Sample The

Samples, Nada Surf,

Ann B. Davis
G. uk «k.

Ian Brown and more.

big with tech businesses they started while in college. Like those two
yahoos who started Yahoo! while
in grad school at Stanford U. And
the Brown U. grads who tuned
into the tech biz with CDnow or
those excitable Stanford U. alums
at

Excite.

Plus

meet a current

UCLA student who is hoping to
be the next Bill Gates.

?n *££L
L\J

Fall previews.

MI

thtsn. Era

David Arquette and
Bret Michaels.
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LL CARDIGANS
Have your Cake and eat
it, too. But only if you
wear your cardigan.
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Think your campus bookstore has been screwing you by charging too

We'll tell you everything your campus bookstore doesn't want you to know about
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A UCLA prof is reeling cheated after he accuses more than half his class of

the bears could get the boot. Why Michigan students will he spending less on
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We have a lot of wood on this Quickies page. You could even say we were

and woodies, a wood-be thief and Boyz with a 3-wood. Plus, a gopher-napping,
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U. got lots of mail about our Back to U. issue. Plus, find out if Indiana U.

scream queen or enter one of our two contests — they're too hot to handle.
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BY CHUB MANN
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MAP
bcuacne stnppcrs.

I

hig^t*School apt minority women who had not Ixxomc
pregnant. Ma. Keith was not asking the university to pry
into women's sex lives
sin war merely attempting to

U. SOT MAIL
editor@umagazine.com

reward young women who avoided pregnancy before
entering college. I Mease mite the distinction.

Bongs are Bad

Kay Dodder, staff
U. of Arizona

For sewn oi /' Mmcefnrs 10 years I have been on .»
coUcae campm pursuing various degrees and picking un
ihe occasional I Magazine 10 we what soci ol shenanipits the RSI of the world was up to. I have often enjoyed

Credit Check

voui magasinc and someiimes even supped some ol the

■\s .in employee ofa credit card company and a college grad. I was startled to see you doing a poll equat-

articles up on the walls to hnni; a link- hit ol happinesi
to everyone's lire. * ihnpn my hrstorit appreciation oryour

ing credit catch and student loans (see "U. Polls on
Campus" below). They are not similar and should not

publicationi I was disappoinied to tint!
.1 comic ["Editorial * ■•noon." h\kk to
U.

lx- used in the same manner. ( redit
cards are a short-term loan. I he

l

l '*'K| about huiklmi* voui own

minute vou charge on a credit card*
vou need to start paying it h.uk
C'on sequent I v. .1 full tune student

water bong,
Both ol the universities I have attend
cd luJ 'no-tolerance'' policies toward

who does IKH have a job should never
even consider using a credit OStd. I ret

drug use, and I have recn man) a student
end up in serious irmihle for breaking ■>
university and Mast

ommend that people who are employed
do not iharge more than they can pay

IWvontl the univenit) campuses,

hack in three months on a credit card.

nudents ride .1 loss o| s,ln»l..r\hi[*» and
ipons clii;ihiln\ as well .is a iiru$» reutrd.

lo do Otherwise is to risk your liii.nu 1.1I

policy ilut ever)
hokls.

KOI CONTEST

Think you're
a dead renter for
Brad Pitt? Couki

stability and credit rustor) Since even
student loam arc now checking sour

I lu- ficshrnen ate tijjurin^ out what's
good and what's bacrai colon;, and I am
a believer tliat ever) bit ol information IIK-\ take in playft a
pan in that. I encourage vou in die fistutc to think more
about the behaviors you are prornonngand take a aand that
is in ilu IH-NI interest ol VOW main reader has*-, the students

you be Drew
BarTymore's twin

credit history, misusing a credit card
could lead to a student loan being denied. Students need

sister? Send us a
Send photos to:

them tor vcars to OOtnC.

U. rttagaane Celebrity Contest
1800 Century Parti East K820
Los Angeles, CA 90067
or e-mai:

Martin W. Nussbaom,
U. of Sioux Falls graduate

Matt Trainum, grad student
U. of Delaware

Real-World Spartan
I lu ankle regarding " I he Real World' |"Rcaliiy
Hues.

Back <i> U.

I indsa) Brien

[:*H-S

I'wul itatei ih.n can member

to Michigan Slate U. However. Hie

attends rhc 'other" ichool

U. <>' Michigan.
Angela Kranz, senior
Michigan State U.

I In re is a factual error in vout Quickies column m
the Kuk to U. issue.
Vou Stated thai the scholarships ottered 10 the U. or

the celeti you
look like and you
rotikl be featured HI a future
.will H' HI U.

Tim is m responsE to your A Nighi ai the Roxbur)
article in voui Mask co U. issue. I quote "So where did

U.POLLS

the inspiration tor these club-hopping guidoi come
from?" Are you aware thai "guido" is a racial epithet?
Would you evei allow someone to write,
these pathetic club-hopping ruggers ,..?"
I think
not. How about "chinks" or "kikes?" Never. Guesi
what?

Ii is ihc umc thing.

I his is separate from

PC-ness,

JS

in

'African-

NmCaapMtr
MhrlawlMttt?

pstsayMtr
JKti|4taHaMr?

American" or "Irish American" — it is a slur.
Whether you quoted directly from .1 puss release or

(■00)

not. it is completely inappropriate.

(I00-lll-43t7)

refraining from further racial
issues. It is a poor example.

Please consider

slander

in

future

IU

VIEWS

■oMsat
www.uiauMlauriw.coM

\riaonab) alumna Sail) Krithwere^goonl) to women
who arc virgins, In tact, the scholarships wire .iv.nl.ihlc BO
ua
ui «i»

editor"-"umaKaflneconi

A Slur at the Roxbury

using the overxealous

Quickie Qualm

uttoto of youreetf
and the name of

10 live within their means or that easy credit will haunt

Dartby SeMm

"SNL" or "The Howard Stern Radio Show?"

Georgette Count**, Spemum Conege • Howard

Stem, he's a little too over the top for me.

Howard is an ignorant Bills pssos off crap off the

Stern. "Saturday Night Live" just sucks. Coy

April Sherman, senior, State U. of Hew York,

nastiest crummiest puce on earth and at least

Combs, Eastern Kentucky U. • "Saturday Night

Albany • I'm gonna go with "Saturday Night

"Saturday Night Uve" has tome funny parts.

Live." I Just don't really care for Howard

Uve.'* tessica Colon, senior, V. of Massachusetts

-jgjgjgjaaaaMBiaawataaaMj

U. POLLS ON CAMPUS: INDIANA U.
I choose

«»»«»'«•«•■«»-«'"•»«•»c.i„.....«
The answer

Sure, stu-

student loam

Credii
cards, because 11

is simple — less

dent loans are

because I am

would be more

interest, less

great — until

naturally wary of
credit cards, and

convenient."

hassle.

you have to pay
them back!

I have more rime
to pay loans.

Hmtosoynran Cohmsn, Indiana U. / Last Issm's anotos by Krlitomnu ram. It. oi New Mexico
www.umagazine.com • FaN 1998

Finally,

a

credit card
tnat
How's
calling card calls made with the
AT&T Universal MasterCard.
1-yoar membership in
discount program,
Enroll in the AT&T One Rate" College Plan and
pay a simple
a minute rate on all domestic

call.nc, card ca.H

grabyOU?

'

All credit cards are not created equally. Ours is like getting three cards for the
price of none. Find out more by calling 1 800 529-8762
and we'll owe you big time.

www.att.com/ucs/

AI&T Universal MasterCard

Bombs Away

Pizza Wars
U. of Kentucky

U.S. cmbailici aren't the only things being bombed

Move over. Coke and Pepsi, here's a new kind of

iheae cfcqw. No. at Duke. lOnK CUlpritS brought the terror si i IU'JH 10 the dorms. After reports of several minor

brand-name war for rhe '')0s. And (his one has a loi

explosion*!

John's Pizza forged a partnership with the college's

police

arrived

at

the

first

floor

more beef to it. By winning ihe student vote. Papa

of

Wannamakci Dormitory and discovered a (iatorade

rood service that will allow students to use their

boflk containing aluminum and an undetermined liq-

dining accounts to pay for their pizza. But the

uid substance. Though (here were no casualties, one

losers of this cheesy battle are burning up over the

resident was treated tor minor leg and knee injuries —

injustice of it all. Both Domino's Pizza and Mad

and three students have Inen arresied as a result of ihe

Mushroom Pizza filed formal grievances against the

IIKidem.

college. They're really bummed about losing all that

Whatever happened to firecrackers and bot-

tle rockers?

dough.

Hard News
u.

lesson the hard way. It goes like this: the senior picked
up a woman at a gas station and gave her a ride home.
Apparently, he didn't think anything was fishy when

Ice, Ice Baby
U. of Minnesota

In ugarettes. among other things, sue docs matter.

the woman fondled him in the car and asked him how

( lone arc the days of the innocent pranks, like short-

Hut boon! vou whip tun a measuring stick, you men

much money he had — or when she took the keys to

sheeting beds and putting plastic wrap on lop of toilets.

0UI there might take an interest in a recent study bv the

the ignition, led him into her apartment and gave him

Kids today arc going high-tech with their hijinks.

Boston U. of Medicine. Ihe thrusi of u is that smok-

a special oral "thank you." No. he was having too

Courtesy of a U. of Minnesota prankster, the floors of

ing can reduce the si/c of a man's erect penis. So while

much fun. But by the time he. uh. came to his senses,

Pioneer Hall were tilled with the smoke from more than

smoke-related heart and lung disease may sound like a

he realized the woman had taken off with his keys and

200 pounds ol dry ice. Not only did the student fill

distant threat, problems with this organ may be a little

wallet. That really blows

bathtubs with the fog-inducing substance, but he rigged

closer ai hand, flow's that lor performance anxiety?

up fans to blow the smoke

Blow Me

Boyz with a 3-wood
U. of Utah

under the doors of the classrooms. Wonder if the elusive

u.

ice man has been added to
the U. of Minnesota's most-

I"hey'rc good enough for

(tangs. This locill virus has infected every nook
and cranny of our fair country.
.. ,

.

^.

Their influence is

unavoidable even on
quaint

school gym

teacher — stu-

dents at Western Illinois hope

college

they'll be good enough to take

campuses far from

a bite out of crime, too. This

the

year, the student government

streets

of •

wanted list.

cops, referees and your high

Ring of Fire
U. of nttsburgfc,
Johnstown

Compton — but

distributed "safety whistles" to

David Wiley, a profes-

the key is recog-

students in the dorms and off-

sor at UPJ. stepped into a

nizing the warning

campus areas. 1 he idea is sim-

burning ring of fire in an

signs. At the U. of

ple — instead of the perverts

attempt

Utah.

whistling at you. you whistle at

gangsters

to

set

a

world

record. A 4"S-foot ring ol

tagged theit signa-

the perverts when you're in a sticks

tures on the fourth

situation. We can only hope they implement them for

media and spectators. Wiley hot-footed it across a

hole of the univer-

White House interns, too.

bed ol hot coals to prove that he's no wimp. Even

sity golf course.
There were
no
drive-by shootings
on the fairway, but
campus police are still KOping the rough tor two old

fire, that is. Amidst a swarm of

with competition from another local fire-walker.
Smokin' Wiley still beat the record. Lucky he didn't
get cold feel.

Free Gertie
U.ofl
Kig news: a kxal resident named Cienic was kid-

mormons in i souped-tsp golf can.

napped. The perps
snuck

Lethal Weapon
U. of CaWocssia, Borfcday

into

her

Robo-Prof
U. of Reading, England

home in the mid-

And you thought Iron Man was a badass? Marvel

die of the night

( oniics ain't got nothin' on U. of Reading prof Kevin

and

her

Warwick, who officially became the first true cyborg

SO0-

when he had a computer chip surgually implanted in

of assaulting an officer with I deadly weapon

pound bods right

his arm. I hough the chip may have given him super-

No. he clidni shoot the COp 01 CUt him with a

out the door. Yep.

human abilities like turning on lights with the flick of

knife, fie hurled his bicycle at the officer.

Gertie the Gopher, a 29-fooi

a wrist. Warwick eventually reverted to his mortal sta-

A man was arrested at Berkeley on charges

Campus officers

followed

Derek

rolled

massive

Hockett

through campus in an attempt to stop him

icon
for
the
Ciopher Campus

front illegally performing wheehes and block-

tin jnd had it removed. Guess he'll just have to buy a
Clapper like the rest of us.

ing pedestrian traffic on his Schwsnn. When

Motor I odgc was

the CODS finally caught up to htm. Hockett
docked them with his bike. The officen MIS

whisked away in

lamed no injuries. \X'e bet those cops are glad

out from under

Has someone got your goal? It may be the Sigma

Hockcft wasn't driving

the noses of the

Nu fraternity at Indiana. According to the frat's former

hotels
management. A few days

house director, the pledges stole a mahogany door

Blow to the Pocketbook
Syracuse".
Mama always

'•aid not

to pick up strangers.

I'niortunatelv. one Syracuse student had to learn this

wwMr.umagazine.com • Fall 1998

the

night

Greeks and Goats

right

later, a student reporter from WCCO-TV returned the

from the house and left a goat in its place. Rumor has
it the goat would later be sacrificed tor good luck.

missing lads to her home for the unnamed thieves. No

Don't worry, the goat escaped unharmed. Still, we

suspects came forward, but we think Bill Murray might be

think these guys might want to lay off the "Butty the
Vampire Slayer" reruns.

behind the abduction.

ArMmSaWIMfo.

U.

says he feds "humiliated" by the whole sit-

CRIB SHEET
CRACKOOV'N
H

uation. The bead of the profs department
says the class cancellation wasn't done out
of spite, but rather, to save money.
While the Dean of Students' office
continues investigating both the cheating
and

community. UCLA administrators deny
the connection and say the case has been
too complicated to solve quickly. "We're
not happy that a case would take this long,
but I think its oversimplifying to say that
this should have been resolved in one

— writing answers on the bill of a hat or programming

month or two months," says Robeit
Naples, assistant vice chancellor of student

solutions into one of those high-tech calculators.
professor

confrontation.

want to punish the students because they

exams come up with elaborate techniques to remain covert

UCLA

physical

are Korean, and it is afraid to alienate (hat

OST STUDENTS WHO TAKE THE RISK OF CHEATING ON

Bui

the

Bodrogligeti says the university dues not

and campus life.
The students involved are unavail-

Andras

What he says he found astunished him

me." he says. "One pushed my head

Bodrogligeti says students in his language

—30 of the SO students in the class had

down to the desk."

ciass didn't even but her with the facade. He

cheat sheets. Still, he let students contin-

claims he caught mon than half his class

ue the exam, sans study aids. "Without

haven't punished any of the students that

cheating, and now. over a year later, not

crib sheets, nobody could write a single

Bodrogligeti nirneii in. they have canceled

Jennifer Oh Hess, a student in the

one student has been punished. In the

word." Bodrogligeti says.

one of the profs classes and begun an

class who wasn't involved in the cheat-

meantime, the university has begun an
investigation of

Bodrogligeti himself, a

tenured professor of nearly 30 years.
The drama began

still

prevent the university from releasing
their names.

investigation of him for matters

ing incident and has since graduated.

they say are unrelated. Bodrogligeti

says she doesn't understand why the case

definitely

pinpoint

with

when these students came to his

noticed students whispering and using

office a week later and threatened

crib sheets.

to have him fired, he says.
"They occupied my room,
surrounded

and

has taken this long.

crib

19%. when TAs in Bodrugligeii's class

to interrupt

administrators

I"hc prof turned in six stu-

sheets. But he felt the backlash

the exam and collect all test booklets.

IK'I.A

dents —the only ones he could

December

Bodrogligeti decided

in

While

able for comment because privacy laws

threatened

The drama began when TAs
noticed students whispering and using crib sheets. M

"They cheated and they should suffer the consequences." she says. "I just
feel the students should be punished."
By LamrvMCtf Ftrchsw, UCLA
Photo by Hoh* Mrw*, P*po»*mt U.

The TI-83

One

The singular

-solu on

calculator

to

through calculus.

fara

And

a

computer

statistical

[world |.

algebra

program

to

perform

computations.

Wouldn't

mul -fime on

handle

Another for finance.

it

be

extraordinary

il

one

calculator could handle so many diverse
needs, and still be easy to use?
now one does |ust that.

Well,

Presenting the

TI-83 Graphing Calculator.
The revolutionary TI-83 handles a host
of

functions

subjects

for

a

variety

of

college

And il you're familiar with the

popular TI-82, picking up the TI-83 will
be

a

snap

The

TI-83.

In

a

multi-

function world, there simply is no equal,
at your campus bookstore
or favorite retailer where Tl calculators

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

animalhouse.com
Hits the Web
In conjunction with the 20th anniversary of the
college cult classic Animal House, animalhouse.com
recently debuted its new look and content to guide the
°0's generation of students through college. What used
to take all of freshman year to figure out now only takes
a click of the mouse.
animalhouse.com has tons of free content and
services. In fact, the site is the place for students to
keep up with current events and entertainment, get a
job, chat, shop, research, build web sites, send and
receive email and messages, keep a personal calendar,
and much more.
animalhouse.com members have direct access to
local content to find out what's hot and what's not. The
best and worst classes, hang outs and trend setting
nightlife are just a few of the many things supplied by
the animalhouse Campus Street Reps, students from
colleges across America who supply animalhouse.com
with campus-specific information and entertainment.
One of the best things about animalhouse.com is
that it doesn't take a vacation when the students do.
No matter where students go, they can always access
email, hang with long distance friends and catch up on
the latest news and entertainment.
Check it out at http://www.animalhouse.com

FREE CD
FROM

animalhouse.cam
animalhouse.com is the
ultimate on-line college community!
Here's How:
Get on the internet
Type in www.animalhouse.com/umag
It's that simple!

Semisonic
I HI]

canibus

Offer ends 12/31/98 or while supplies last. Limit one Cd per person. Must be 18
years or older. Void where prohibited. © animalhouse com 1998

The time has come to

MEET JOE BLACK

ianiniainoiJ?eYGQrSi
invites you and a guest to a
special showing of
Mill |OI \\\ ACK

starring Brad Pitt and
Anthony Hopkins
on November 12.
Select campuses only.
E-mail us at
joeblackCqanimalhouse.com
for your free tickets
by November 4.
Select campuses are UCLA
University of Washington
University of Kansas
Northeastern and
University of Nebraska
Tickets will be mailed out on a first
come, first serve basis.
Each ticket admits two.

ANTHONY

HOPKINS

MEET JOE BLACK
SOONER OR 1 A I I R EVERYONI

IK)I s

EVERY YEAR, COLLEGE STUDENTS EVF.RYwhere bemoan the plight of their pocketbooks when it's time to purchase textbooks. And now the Michigan State
Legislature is doing something about it.
The Mouse of Representatives passed a bill in June
exempting all textbooks from Michigan's 6 percent sales tax.
which means college students would save money every time
they buy a book.
The bill, proposed by Rep. Vcra Rison (D-Mount Morris).
was passed by the House and could save students anywhere from
$.M)-$50 per semester if the bill is approved by the Senate and
signed by Gov. John Engler. Michigan State I', grad student Ian
Sims looks forward to the extra cash. "I think that eliminating
the sales lax on books would be a welcome addition to my empty
wallet." he says.
"I think any small amount we can come up with for students
would be helpful," Rison says. "It's letting young people know
we're behind them."
U. of Michigan grad student Olga Savic says the savings would
definitely help, even though it isn't exactly a buttload of cash.
" ITiat's about the cost ol paper for resumes, a couple electric bills
or even a whole new book." she says.
will

Ac ;IN( ; BABY BOOMKRS
aren't the only
ones with retirement concerns
anymore. Over-the-hill
mascots have problems
all their own, and their
worries involve the bear necessities — places to live.
After nearly 85 years, Baylor U.'s tra-

Baylor spokesman 1-arry Brumley. We

Some legislators are against the bill and think the extra cash

dition of using live bears as mascots is in

certainly hope so for the sake of Ginny

fund the liquid diets of those naughty Michigan stu-

jeopardy as university officials find it

and Bill Boyd. the current mascots.

dents. One legislator. Rep. Judith Scranton (R-Brighton), told

increasingly hard to put the bears in suit-

Although they have not quite reached

students at a hearing that they should cut beer out of their bud-

able habitats alter their stints as mascots

Yogi and Booboo status nationally,

gets il they need more money.

are completed. But the

IIISI

Ism Rison sticks by the bill, saying there arc "pots of money"
from which the cashcould be taken.
Well, dip into that pot, Ms. Rison. And while you're at it, pass
along the idea to some other states.

.

B, muSp***, U. at
nlichi/pn/muiti JrOon
^SmHomtm.
School
otArtt

possibility of football

they're
hometown
heroes to Baylor stu-

Baylor

IT ■!!■ ■■■ ■■■! ||n»i ■

games without the griz-

dents

zlies has students growl-

" I~hc bears definitely

ing mad.

bolster student pride,"

"The mere

and

alumni.

thought enrages me."

says junior Claudette

says

Jackson.

senior

Brandon

Smith. "The whole 'lack

One

student

in

of retirement communi-

particular can't bear

ties thing' is a crock."

the thought of losing

The Baylor Chamber

of

his furry friends. "It

Commerce,

which manages and trains the mascots,

would be a shame if
our long-standing tradition were

obtains a new bear cub every two to

taken

three years.

Pittman.

Historically, when the

away,"

says

senior

the student-elected

Josh
bear

bears arc past their prime, they retire to

trainer. "But I'm not worried about

a zoo or wildlife park. Zoo restrictions

losing our bears, we're just finding it

and Baylor's own selectivity, however,

harder to retire them."

have caused red tape for the program
and the would-be retirees.

B, Gtdtrty Mwrar, tt of Mrattta/

"Everyone is working hard to keep
the live mascot program intact," says

mmrwdom by Chris Tabor, Hliilirw
K*+K*yUjVho*ocnmtmolB*torU.
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FOR MOST STUDENTS,
heading to the bookstore at the start of the
semester is one of the
most dreary assignments of the
year. Not only do you shell out
the majority of your summer savings, but the lines. Oh, the lines.

.~Y

\

Fear noi, weary readers. You can now
buy your books for less with a flick of che
wrist and a click of the mouse.
Enter
Eric
Kuhn,
CEO
of
Varsirybooks.com. whose Web site gives
students access to more than 400,000 titles
at discounts of 15-40 percent.
/■—-^
"With our service, students won't
.
( f M\
have to wait in those ridiculously long
'|k*SFy BUY lines," says Kuhn. "And the best part is
that our prices are signiflcandy lower
your books than those in the bookstores."
But can a blank computer screen
for less with replace the smiling face of your friendly
campus book retailer? Binghamton U.
aflicfcof the junior Amy Werner thinks so. "Cheaper is
better," she says. "Some mild computer
wrist and a work for a cheaper price will always beat a
more expensive book from a nice clerk."
In
this,
their
freshman
year,
Varsitybooks.com has received the
aWaV book lists from five Washington,
D.G-area schools, including the U.

dick of the
mouse.

III

V

of Maryland, Cieorgr Mason
I'., George Washington I'.,
Cieorgetown U. and the U.
of Virginia.
If you aren't enrolled at
one of these schools and
you can't find your books
at Varsirybooks.com, don't
worry. Giants like Amazon.com, Borders Books
and Music (www.bordcrs.com) and Barnes of
Noble (www.barncsandnoble.com) are also sources.
Will campus bookstores soon become a thing of the past? U. of
Maryland Assistant Director for Books, Alroy Scott, is worried.
"Physically we're here," he says. "But the only thing we have against
the price difference is our physical service."
U. of Maryland junior Brooke Lafazan would like to see the
bookstores go. "Shopping for books is a complete nightmare,
and you have to drag around those heavy carts," she says. "I'd
order my books on-line in a second."
But will students be bogged down with staggering shipping and handling costs? Nope. Varsitybooks.com ships
everything within two business days for a measly $4.95. And
don't worry about the schools losing money to on-line booksellers. They're sure to find another way to squeeze you for more
cash to make up for any losses.

If $sn Sir*, Syrwcmm U.
i by MM* 7hon», U. of MMyis*d
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ENNIFER SULUVAN MADE QUITE A NAMI- FOR HERSELF I His SUMMER
all because of her ass. Sullivan, a second-year veterinary student at
Texas AcWM U., and her four-legged friend, Tammic, placed third in
the 50th Annual Work! (Championship Ixjck Burro Race in Hiirplay, ( xJo.

DECIOI

of "The

x 70s Show,"
fes Trotter is trying to
is pnrr of a group or
y help cure deadly

[>.il of Trotters project —
1

and his group siKecsslul

BWtcd

was Bl svnihesi/e .1

finlfx molecule, which exhihited
aniiunccr behavior and is round
in an unassuming little sponge in
the Indian Ocean, (Translation tor
you

non-science types: They

Ie\.is

Michigan State U.

and

their donkeys, Waylon and
Willie -. placed fourth
.in*! fifth respectively.
Hut .is the human halt
nf thn race will tell vou.
donkey racing is 110 walk
in the park. As a runner
(you didn't think von pot to

rv**-' -«

>

'S^tMt At""

ndr the donkey, did vouri. sou cither guide, COO* or drag vour ass for 16 miles user terrain rang
nig from gravel roads to winding mountain trails
I he rjonkeyi pM used to ii ven easih Aftci
a lew days of training, they were out there dragging us." Sullivan savs
Aher training in the extreme heat of < ollege Station, lexas the cool * oloradd nights took
Mime getting used to Vui OOuU even By team members were Worried anotM freezing their asso
" I "he donJttyi were shivering, and people were saying, those donkeys don't hive anv hair siiue
thc>' lose their thick coats in warm weather. Sullivan savs.

Imitate they did. alter a ma|or investment 01 time and DlCCbion. "Our
nyi trotter. "It took about three and a hall vears from start to finish."
Has he dncovered .1 cure for cancer? Not quite, but variations of the molecule may be used in the luturc to light tumors and \ arums forms or earner.
So. does this devoted chemist plan on continuing his work? You
I hope to build .1 lUCCCSarul career in pharmaceutical research and

contribute t*» the development of new therapies for cancer. HIV or other
significant human illnesses, savs Trotter.
And ihej ay Gcn-Xen won't amount to anything.

Tom*rt, Emory UJTkoto cmmUsy * oto Mwvavtf U. touHm

IiSe race had all the hyped a hill st.uY sporting event media, ctKering ram and even 1 few foes
Yes. even donkes racing can pi nan) Sulrvani h.xklers vsere a *om|*uni> group ot mountain men.
"We had a bit ol .1 rivalry," Sullivan ays viep>i behind two nun and their rjonkeyi — actually die donkeys were worse than the men. [ The mens' donkeys| were kicking out three donkeys.
'I"hey wrrc realK trvmg io take them out. Ilu nun said we had cheated, bm the) were probabl)
just upset that thax women from OUI of state U jt them
Now. who are the ianmnri?

frfinrHNHM, J>«« ASM UjTkto comi**, of **n*~ S**Vr*i. feus ASM U.

"WWT Raw-." it's ju\t another da) in

.onus suit give I.ms something to sheer

the lift- ol Ohio State U. juniot lames

about. "I've had to autograph kids' I

Sherman.

ihirts,

Sherman, aka the Sherman lank, ha

lor the Tank's girifried, OSU

Knn Ben 'You men all ssalks ol lii. ai
i sst, stliti,. matt Ii
sit, s.os
Some ol

years, hut his passion lor pro wrestling

the faru are ual ssackos.'

and

"Death

I Ian- Mom sl.mn-

the little lank to matibcs. today. Sherman
usually performs two or three riffles .t
month and rakes in S~S to SMMI a maith

retails being taken aback at her son's

Sherman earns his keep hurling

I'll pimp in anil hurt son back," she

litst march

"Don't you hurt him or

shrieked at the links lirst opponent

ringside buckets oscr their heads. But.

The woilil ol Hying elbow! and

he's quick to point out the elegance ol it

bod) slams is certainly not an easy one.
but all is lair in love, war and wrestling.

V'allcv

all. "Wrestling is like a dame, it takes

Drivers." the crowd roars as the grap-

two." says the Tank. "It's like a ballet

pier pins another bewildered toe.

with 300-pound guys in rights

No. this isn't "Monday Nitro" or

■\s lor Ins No

junioi

ih.it distinction, though she hasn't
alwayi bun a ringside enthusiast She

opponents ovci tables and shattering

"Spinebustcrs"

Its kinda freaky."

wrestling reiteration (AIWII an.l the
Renegade Wrestling Alliance tor three

hor. who was an AIW1- pnmiofcr. brought

And alter 10 minutes ol relentless

11. lays

And ln.ikin.ss is pan ot the appeal

strapped in the AnKTH.an Indt-pciuU nt

starred when he was hut a bos I In ix-igh

Till AUDIENCE WATTS IN
quiet anticipation as
the announcer takes
the microphone and
introduces the hulking figure
strutting towards the ring.
"Weighing in at 290 pounds
— The Sherman Tank!"

m

wetC irvuig io imitate the .utiuu

group began the synthesis in early I*>*>•» and finished in the Tall of 1997,"

betcha.

team.

A&M
professor Nora
Matthews and Sheilah
Robertson, a professor at

of the sponge in the hones ol treating a laiuei killer).

^

I "he other members of
Sullivan's

He's no Rarvshnikov. but the lank s

***!*—, a* SUH Uj*m*
cowtsay a/TW Ohio State Lantern

THERI ARE BARGAINS, AND DUN -THERE AKI BARGAINS.
I here's the buy-onc-gei-one-frec kind of bargain,
and then there's the killer save-thousands-ofT-tuitionand-gCt-tO-$pend -a semester- in -a- foreign -country
kind of bargain. Its no surprise students are saying "oui, oui" to the latter.
The cost ol attending tome private coHenes is
pushing 115,000 pa semester, bui the cost of
enrolling in an overseas institution averages onjj

versities and private companies, send student* to

SI',(MH> a icmcstci tiiKliuiuiu airfare),

rmmtyr irmie fpsut in study Joroad programs, oilers

thousands ol Destinations with thousands of price
il of linfiii.iiiipn.il Lxih.mge, one of

dents un jitu il . **cTt0r^iifaaihtyti%jbt(ut\
lake Agra Maa^r#foriruupM;-

MKVJ

I

srntor

J J JV ,J CV
' '■!■ WjtyrTM T"'
"
'- K
$12,000.
lading airfare- ^rVhen you go abroad, you arc get-

H Brown I
k«r» umf frmienr eotfc' ei&feia
SI S.000 j M-nu-NicCrVuj»frrn she went |o the U/ot>

ting more forh _

Seville in Spain tat
ih rough Sweet Bri

question — I'll he

only $11,350
someone

J

anyway," says Santa Clara

sioaoac

"For cheaper, there's no
on rhe airplane."

.wclvc grand ni.iv

i .<■

JI

lot ot mom

those sno«

PI

stuoxfTR don i
blic U. .numl

I ike Sweet Briar < t
schools in the U.S. arc ailowii

like a bargain tor stunted private sthook. bur
I way. Take your avcrpjvs an average ol less

J

i«p Jl0.00ft sF^HrTaneJ any way you slue u.

colleges to rave mone) b)
grams, 'We've seen an increase in private-school

*l ?.000 a lemestet is no bargain.

students going on our programs." says Metanic

Pennsylvania State U. Senior Adam welsh. "That's

Amjriih. program coordinator ai Kutgers I . Study

Imlu rous

"Twelve thousand dollars to go abroad?" asks

Abroad, which otters a host ol programs with costs
ringing from S6.000 (*> 18,000 tor ,i semester.
More than

VMHI

By L— Dnrtmsn, Browm UJ Photo by CanM I «rtzf

organizations! including uni-

WlYi \ll WORN Ol K SHARI <>i T-SHIRTS AND COLoretl ribbons to support good causes. Slogans like
Save the Whales" and "Save the Rainforest" are
familiar battle cries. But now there's another
mantra for the cause-hungry student: "Save our Schools."

NAIL-BITING!

A climax thai will haunt you for days.1

All lOHnstorKallv black colleges and universities have been
placed,

as

a

group,

on

the

National Trust for Historic
Preservations 1998 list of the I I
most endangered sites in the U.S.
And most students — even the
2~"K.(MM> who attend the schools
— don't know it. "Its kind ot
shocking that

ln>m the directi i
THE USUAL SUSPECTS
■

■

MISERY and THE SHINING

I go to a place

thats declared endangered, rays
I «lssin Rush, a sophomore at

IAN \!<KELLEN

Mo rehouse ( ollcge. (.a
Even though the walls aren't

liinn REN'FRO

* rumbling yet. the buildings are
losing theil historic value

*4 some schools, the dorms don't have enough

rooms lor incoming students. \t others, the libraries don't cut it anymore. They
all need binding lor updates and maintenance. But according to the U.S.
t iciur.il Accounting ( Wise, it'll take more than $™SS million to preserve the
whole buiK.h
and that s about S^S1) million more than the schools have.
"HtStoricall) blaik colleges and universities plav a role in producing
minorit) leaders tor jobs in government, business and other industries,

saw

I ru Mi( oy, a receni graduate ol Morgan State U.. Md. "They need to be
restored in order to continue to do this
A bill thai would authorize additional public funds tor these schools was
rccend) sent to the House of Represenrartves. It the bill tails, it could mean
thai historical!) Mack colleges ma) sadly go the waj ot the dinosaur.
rinrtaw. U. ot MtryUmA/ Fhoto comity a/ Dot**** Scat* U.

\l IHLAIKhlHlMXTOlO
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SURF, EVERY COLLEGE STUDENT RUNS INTO
some financial trouble. Overdue credit-card
payments, overpriced spring break trips and
out-of-control phone bills plague even the
most thrifty undergrad. But for U. of Virginia
junior Deahuhn Kvvon, economic problems have
reached global proportions.

UP IN
DON'T KHY ON THE
old burnt-popcornin-the-microwave
trick

anymore.

Because of soaring exchange rates, Kwon's tuition nearly dou-

The fine for smoking pot

bled, putting his Korean parents in a financial pinch. "During win-

could be going up a couple

ter break my parents said the economy was making it difficult for
them to keep me here." Kwon says. His story reflects that of thousands

thousand bucks. Or maybe

of Asian students whose pockctbooks have been left in shambles after

more, depending on the

economic collapse back home.
Asia's economic woes began in the summer of 1997. when a

amount of your financial

Hawed exchange rate policy in Thailand sparked a chain-reaction ot

aid package.

financial collapse in neighboring countries. It's forcing many students to make some serious lifestyle adjustments.

In an effort to curb drug usi

Jennifer lxre. a junior at Stanford U.. has taken out loans, cut

among college Mudeim. the U.S.

back on spending and begun working part-time to squeak through

House oi Representatives passed a
provision to ihe Higher Education

her $30,000 yearly tuition. Like most students, she used to rely on

Act which would bjr students with

is worth Only half of what it once was. "It's tough when you go to a
rich, private school," !« says. "Nobody seems to worry about money."

drug convictions trom

her parents for money. But because of the crisis, her father's income

receiving

ic.l. r.il financial aid. h the Senate
passes the Higher Kducation Act

A \tud\ conducted in March by the Institute of International

with similar conditions, drug-using students may see their college
. areers fade into a purple ha/e.
"The idea is, it you break the law, von shouldn't expect to enjoy
certain benefits ot being a law-abiding citizen." says Dan Amon.

rn

Education (111.) polled 128 colleges that host almost 3S percent of the
1^—.
^—^
7~*,000 students from Indonesia.
^^

I

^^

Korea. Malaysia and Thailand IV

^L-

■

_^L^__

study shows these campuses report inga 10 percent drop in enrollment

press secretary lor Rep. Gerald Solomon, the New York Republican
who spearheaded the

ot Indonesian. Malaysian and Thai

House provision.

students tor the spnng semester.

I'ndcr the proposal, students convicted of

1 lu- drop in

possession would be disqualified from

Korean students

pmved more drastic, with more

financial aid programs for one year alter

than half of the eolk-ges reporting

the first offense, two years after the second

drops ot up to 20 percent.

offense and indefinitely after the third.
Many students
stoned and sober

ilCMfOfl scrambling to find solu-

alike — say the bill is unfair. "It's harsh

tions. New York U., which enrolls

since people could potentially clean up

the most Korean students in the

their acts after being convicted, and it

U.S., launched a program last

denies people this chance to redeem them-

spring that allows affected stu-

fitJves,

I host numbers have admin-

s.i\s ( oluiubja U, sophomore Katie

dents to spread tuition payments

Skibinski. Others say that lawmakers have

over the course ot a semester.

gone too far. "I certainly think [the bills]

Ihe federal government

is

■bfUtd especially lor people with convic-

chipping in. too. In June, the U.S.

tions for minor drugs, like pot.' says Indiana

Immigration and Naturalization

U. senior Jonathan Cohen.

Service announced a change in

"It's definitely

ridiculous."

policy that allows international

Some lawmakers agree with students on
this

issue.

Rep.

Maurice

Hinchey.

students to work more than the

a

previous limn of 20 hours a week.

Democrat from New York, is firmly opposed

And the UK and the National

10 the bill, says Wendy Harwell. Hinchevs press secretary. "People

Association

deserve .1 second dlMCC, and education is the best opportunity for

EduottOfl have launched a $270

people to better themselves," Harwell says. "We already have a judi-

million loan plan tor the students.

of

International

, ial system thai pros ides tor people to pay the penalty for drug con-

Students like Kwon are also

fiction*. Bv preventing them from going to college, they're having to

taking their own measures. Instead of packing up and returning

pav all ovei again."
In the meantime, until Congress reaches a decision, play n sate.
11 you re going t»> take the high road, keep burning that popcorn.

I» Jnwto Q—, MtwkUmt £*tf
Photo by Cyrm Hstko*. U. of Oklobomo
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Kwon's
tuition nearly
doubled.

home, Kwon loaded up on summer credits and is taking two extra
classes this year in hopes ot graduating a year early.
And you thought getting up tor that 9:30 class was a challenge?

By MoW Fmd, U. of I
Comomis, Darn

' by Wayno TWcoch, U. of

Urban

Lagand:

A

mo<Sam-<ftay fottctata that

appaara mysteriously and spraads apontanoous'
ly In »«riom forma, com'asrilwat slaraairU of humor
or horror. Urban lagands Often ha va a basis Ml
fact, but It's tea* mm afteMha-fact that givas

Sorry,

folks!

There isn't even a

BY JUI IF. KELLER, ASSISTANT EDITOR
ILLUSTRATIONS BY PAUL ADAM, U. OF MISSOURI

u

Nl ESS YOU LIVE UNDKR A MX*.

grain of truth to
this one. Not one

sine

CLAUSE,

college in the U.S.
has any sort of policy awarding a perfect GPA to the

you can't get through college, or

roommic of a suicidal student. Most
schools have some sort of bereave-

life for that matter, without hearing

ment policy for exceptional situations, but this one is just wishful

at least one or two urban legends.

They can be fun, or they can be scary, but they're
always great conversation-starters at parties.
'ITiey've always been campus favorites, and they

thinking on the pan of some pressured students. So, if you've cooked
up some elaborate scheme to dispose
of your roommate to bolster the of
report card, don't bother. You'd better
hit the books.

recently took theaters nationwide by storm.
Paramount'*

Dead

Man on (Campus gave a
comical twist 10 one of
the most well-known
college urban legends,
the infamous "Suicide
Clause." And Tristar's
Urban Legends took a
morbid look at a murderous prof who will
scare rhe pants right

URB

LEGE

off you.
By Jove, we think we've found the latest trend for fall movies!
If Hollywood is looking for more story lines, they might wain 10
check out some of our favorite college urban legends.

DEATH BY PENCIL

BODY SNATCHERS

NIGHT WRITER

A whd aad crazy ctiMaga stwoant wakas nan ■
bathtub fu M of lea tha mor rang after a huga party.
N««t to Mm la a note tefang aha ate taaaaya hava

Altar a lata night of studying, a girl rttams to har
rooai to go to bad. *ha la about to turn on tha I
but Instead aha tJptoaa In tha dark to avoid wa
up har rao—aata. Tha naxt ainndag, aha hops oat of
bad to fhsd har roonwnata
MI Wood on tha mirror saying,
dkhl turn on tha aght?"

A lUiint who has raachad tea brink of IniiWy,

Okay. this is a little Ircaky. but give us a break. A) I ik< the
room was so black she didn't notice her dead roommate and a

Don't

think so.

THEORT

Hait maybe his mom-

The National Kidney houndation has a

giant killer hanging out in there. B) I ik< the killer isn't going
to get her. too. (!) 'I"his is too Halloween-ish to be real.

Web site devoted to
denying this tale. So

mate got a 4.0. Heck,

don't worry — your

maybe the whole class

kidneys are safe.

aced the test because
of that one.

srayaat*
Wouldn't this just piss you off if it really happened'
Makes you want to throw in the towel and skip all of your
final exams. Don't fret, though, it never happened. Just in

This didn't happen,
but what a great rreakin'
idea. Keep this one in

case, now you have the inside track. Oh yeah, "because" will
probably do the tfick, too.
Guess what? This one really happened at the U. of

r. rr*J mrr oooul dm onj AwsaVna ^«*rr mri*n UfmM.
chrc* ota nninaana. Any e*mpm Lf\nA *tyttr ichmol'
E-mail ttHni Camayt im.com mtdfill m m

California, Berkeley, when George B. Danrzig came late
to class one day. Perhaps (iood Will Hunting isn't as

mind for that 500-peraoo
Gate class this Gut. Just remember to wear a riaarbil cap
every day to mamriin a low profile.

original as we thought. Talc, tsk. Matt and Ben.
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the hobby ot 18 million reg-

Bv JAMII. PIKIRAS. ASSISTANT EDITOR

istered Yahoo! users, and the

PHOTOS COURTESY EXCITE, YAHOO!,
CDNOW AND SCOUR.NET

compony's tiiunti.il success

H

'^

is something the founders
have yet to comprehend,
""["he money was just some-

ESIDES CHANGING THE RACE
of communication, educa-

thing that happened." Filo
says. "It was never the goal,

tion and commerce forever,

nor expected."
Wish we could say the

the Internet has proven to

same about our jobs.

be the ultimate way tor college students
to get rich quick if they have the brains
and a little luck.

All in the Family

Unfortunately, we

Sleeping in may have been Jason Olim's best career move.

weren't able to discuss this with the

The

biggest computer kahuna of them all, the

www.tdnow.ctim) originally wanted to study physics in college,

guy who launched a billion-dollar firm
before dropping out of Harvard

U.

—

Microsoft founder and CEO Bill Gates (he
says he's busy with some big government lawsuit.) But, we did talk to a few of the other
fortune through the 'Net. Read

the "Moon

digital entrepreneurs. It just might

have been a treat for the
guys in '94. filet mignon
would he more appropriate today.

I"hc publicly

traded company pulled in
Jose to $60 million in

Little Engine that Could

revenue in the first hall ol
1998.

Irs .1 iccnc just crying OUI tor Ken
Stillci 01
seniors

▼

eclipsing

"We I/eel like the
luckiest

sifupg .ii ifttJT tftvnr
"apVrriish.^Ap
rehrii«ry 1'1'M. Jffc. nff |jIj»#411 swit tolo wiVlft resr ot
then lives.

already

their total 1997 revenue.

l-ihyn H.iwkc Six college
unencumbered by reality

guys

in

the

world." Kr.uis says.
I>cspite their millionaire status, the F.xtite crew keeps

*

things in perspective. "I don't think anything has really

"When ienk>f year came around wc decided wc didn't
want nt work lor ansom: else." KM/1 2~"-vcar-old ElCJCC so

changed." Kraus says. "Now I can buy hardback books

founder |oc Kr.ms. "\Xc thought n would l»c

instead of paperback."
Jeez, wed just like to know what books he's reading.

J

grcai lime to

hang our and nan .i company
And wh) nor

Kr.ms uul tellow t rnnio

tirarum Spencer. Ryan Mclnryrc.
Ben I mi h. Man Van I laren and
Marvin

Reinfried

had

been

three years of its inception.
Olim traces the birth of the tompany to a night out with
some drinking buddies. ('hatting about his kmgtimc frustration with salespeople at retail musk stores, the Kniwn U. grad
had a revelation. "It dawned on mc that 1 could build a musu
store on the Internet," he says.
He went to work immediately and eventually unit his fulltime fob as a "tfrwan^k-vdoncrjiul it-, rmuil his twin brother
Man (an as
l"hc two
puter — c
ems' Pennsy
made phone calls and punched
away at the keyboard. IIKI.IV.
193 people work for the company. "I don't think anyone had
any idea it would get so big."
Matt Olim admits.
I "he lesson: don't count out
the guv who still lives at home
alter graduation.

New Kids
on the Block
1 inlay, a group of six UCI.A students hope to mirror the
success of companies like Yahoo! and Fjtcite with Scour.net

Chief Yahoos
ihes had the technology, now all tlicy occuV

(www.scour.net).
Born last October in a dorm room. Scour.nct is a search
engine that exclusively finds sites tnntaining audio, video or

menus nnce ihey met m their
Sr.inlord V. dorm trv.linun ve.it

cd was a company naauc.

So. under the guidance ot then-

as an

22-year-old tech vshi/ Spencer,

Yahoo! (www.yahoo.tom) founders Jerry Yang

thev devidcd to create .1 tcchnol-

and David Filo turned to the dictionary ... yawp,

og\ that would allow people 10

vases, yaxis. yahoo — bingo! While few people

Rodngues. the 23-year old senior

arc familiar with ~Yet

pany which also includes juniors Vuux

seats.h

through hip databases

With thai creative filters petting diem as far
acronym

COnow

i I > retailer that pulled in SI7 million dollars in sales within

Over My Hammy" may

dropping that computer elective.

of

That was almost a decade ago. lixlay. Olim has turned his

ture capital (inn "Wc wanted to celebrate by going to I .is

think twice about

president

ODtnpUKr knowledge and his kiveof musk, and into an mi line

on and learn .1 lesson from Gen X's
make you

and

choice — computer science.

A year later, they got their big break — a deal with a ven-

While

founder

but all the classes were at K a.m.. so Olim went with his second

Computer Nerds
Strike Digital OH
Vegas, but there were no flights. v> wc went to Dcnnys,
Kr.uis s.ivs

folks who have found fame and

29-year-old

starting with "Yet

Another

Another,"

Hierarchical

images. ITSis means that if all you want is a picture of Monica
Lewinsky, you won't have to sift through 60,000 pages of the
Starr report before finding a site that has photos.
"It started off as something «ei

Drocgc and ^a*Payl

"We rcali/vd more and more re\r

Officious Oracle," virtually anyone

ss.is going 10 lie available over the

touched a computer in the last few years has

and grad students Ryan

seen the Yahoo! logo.

King and Kevin Smilak.

Net," Spencei nyi

who has

Rodrigues

says

his

up

Yang and Filo have turned their idea

$1S,(KM) from their parents and

into a tompany valued at close to $10 bil-

experience with the com-

sci up shop in a garage next to

lion in less time than it takes most students

pany has taught him more

the I'alo Alto home where three

to earn a bachelor's degree. What gives?

than he tould ever learn

of the founders lived.

Koth were Stanford U. doctoral candi-

with

The

RUyi

M

raped

It \s.is here that the I \. ICC

dates when

they began

working on

search engine (www.cxtiic.iom) was born: a makeshift

Yahoo! technology "as a hobby" from their school

office consisting of stolen chairs, some computers and a

computers- in 1 994

dryci thai doubled as a heater. Subsisting on SO-pound

The initial motivation was just to keep a database

bap ol beam and rue. ihe young encrepencurs spent

ot sites wc thought were interesting. It was mainly for our-

countless days and nights punching away at their comput-

selves." Yang says. His partner Filo admits. "It was a great way

ers, sslulc "Phone Kov" Kr.ms tried to sell the idea to any-

to procrastinate."

\XK\\

that would listen.
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Now. in just four years, Filo and Yang's "hobby" has become

his

accounting

minor. "It's been son of a

the

crash course on business
and

financing.

It's not

really until you're thrown into it
that you get up to speed with this jargon."
to wrm stMt oWs« r*
■ JCDI

Hold Me
II you like your old watch, and viuir
cay

stereo works

|uti

fine thank

you.

maybe Microsoft's Palm PC ($300) wil
ilii.n voiii ho.u. h doesn't
have any wacky, dual [Hit
pose
its just .m eens)
weens) P( . A P< thai
gives you .1 w hole
world of infbrmation in your hands, thai
ts. ( arty your «slendar, con
tacts. to-do list, in-bos and Internei
information .ill in ytuii pocket. Rkh Ink

TECH

notes Ices you entei actual handwritten
notes .uid drawings. Could this IK- the

STUFF

TO

DIE

FOR
Boob Tube

-

BY JESSICA LYONS, ASSISTANT EDITOR

perfect cheat sheet?

We think it kioks a little like an over sized stethoscope, but the kind people at Sony tell as you can actually watch the tube on this contraption. A nifty neck
strap, that also functions as antennae, alknvs the little

Fast Car

bugger to rest on your stomach. Or. lor the more conventional consumer, the Watchman can

Banking on America's obsession with cars and

FDL-PT2 2
($109) can easily

include AM/FM stereo. CD player,

be snuck into that

digital audio, paging, traffic alerts and

oh-so-boring lec-

e-mail. No. this doesn't mean the

ture hall or chem

Auto \K', will replace cell phones as

lab.

the No. I cause «>l traffic accidents —

Just

think.

you would never

this gadget is strictly a hands-on-the-

have to leave the

wheel. cycs-on-thc-road operation.

comfort of your

You i.dk to it and it talks back to you.
only

placed on

its compact 2.2 inch color screen, the Watchman

gurus have come up with every Knight Rider's
dream: the Auto PC ($1,000). Features

And you thought
11.ISM.-limit lud it so I

IK-

a desk or any Hat surface for viewing satisfaction. With

our new love alt.m with computers, the Microsoft

"IV screen again.

David

Mac Daddy
Apple h.is taken computer design to
the cuti 1 rif; edge with the futuristic look
ing IM.IL ($1,299) — a definite must tor

Easy Access
Circumnavigate this. Forget

tall dorm room lashion, |ust one elkk
and vou're transported from voiir desk
top to the Internei. Icch-tvjx-s like the

sailing around the woHd, Magel-

built-in modem, fast G3 processor,

\2

Satellite C iimmunicator ($999) — the first hand-held worldwide messenger — lets you

MB memory and 4 *»B hard drive VSfc

send and receive messages to and from anywhere on earth (i.e. the outback, the jungle,

like it because 11 s so gosh dartl « UtC

the open sea. Icon 101). Thai little machine keeps track of where you are and lets peo-

lan's invented a much easier means of global communication: e-mail. I

IK

(ilobal

ple e-mail you. at any e-mail address, anywhere. Forget about trying to get away with
that Jatc term paper. You can run. but you can't hide.

Watch Out
Finally, technology as a fashion accessory. Pot all you high socicry tech
junkies out there. Seiko introduces the Kuputer Pro Model I -?<> ($360). the
first wearable P<

But this bahc is more than jtlfl I faru v watch. Aside

bom having all the orgjni/er ruiutions ot .1 Palm Pilot, the
Kuputer is linkable to Windows 95 and comes loaded with 2
megs ot Hash memory So now instead of just staring .11
vout watch waiting lor class u> end, MMI could. s.i\. plav
computer games on it. There's only MM small pfob
lem: the Ruputer i« sold exduafvdy in

^M

for

Japan, Will it make it to the states?

here.

We're not sure. But that'll give
you more time to save up
for it anyway

No need
Dranum 1 inIIK

R7C; User

Sailboat ($399.95) is one boat
you can sail with a hangover — and it won't
make you seasick. At a mere 41.5 inches, you can't fit in this model, but you sure could torment the neighborhood cat. Radio-controlled electronics move the rudder and the sail to allow
you to practice your sailing techniques from dry land. And at nearly a quarter of the size of a
real User sailboat, it's a good idea to start out with this little guy before navigating into rougher
waters. For more seasoned sailors, this model can handle winds up to 30 knots. Just don't do
anything too dinghy.
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i Records

After
ban a year
on the road,
popular trio is back with its second
album With tl
single 'Why Are You So Mearyrto
7
Me ' already
waves on radio. Nada Serf's
follow up CD wa
sophomore-el (orXarorries
The band is coasling"lNaaaM>ja^|gcC#%ith a new
producer, a new pop sound and a little more sen
ousness than High/low. Introspective tunes like
"Molners Day' and "The Voices" make you realize that these guys are capable of moving beyond
their teen favorite. "Popular." But they have once
again combined clever lyrics and guitar melodies
with unforgettable rhythms and drum beats. Tlie
result: a sure ride up the charts

What Are Records

-=--.'

JecK-in-the-Box

o matter how often
they do it. The
Samples Just
can't put out
a bad album. After 10
years on the road and
eight albums, including
July's Here and Somewhere
Else, they will wow you again
with The Tan Mule, a special
release available only via
the Internet

:

of an angel, and the enchanting lyrics
and soothing melodies of this disc
ara captivating. On a few tunas.

«*

Ilka the country-esque 'Take
I My Heart,' they've taken a bit
''

of a departure ftom their nor

^ mat. soft-bodied sound. Don't
I

panic, though, their famous
sound can be found throughout,

Less

especially on two bonus tracks from
1089. And the coziest tunes, 'Had I
Known" and "Inside Out" will make
you want to snuggle close to some
on* special and beg these musical masters lor more
If you've never h
time to listen up.
guitar and horn blasts
Warped Tour all summer^
guaranteed to keep em o^nclniajJJa*J|BSeV*J~will slam to
the tunes of 'Help Save the Youth of America From
Exploding" and "History of a Bonng Town." Don't know if it's
the hysterical lyncs and song titles, like 'Richard Allen
George ... No It's Just Cheez." or the actual music we like
best But one thing's for sure — you're gonna dig em.

Jon Spencer
jes

ooo
He* to *. tw Ma* • record
thaTs kaea years la the m+
a*. Tea saytag •*••• *

This banmis very appropnately named. The
music on thejB-etest album sounds like. well, an
explosion Not Sb)pig-bang, fiery, smoky Kind
like a psychedelic f||Bd of blues, rock a£l*V. rap.
soul and funk Jon SpMeaSkSaSa^uhorts have
toned it down on this, their third album, to create
13 funkadelic melodies. These are the kind of
tunes where you star! out tapping your toes and
wind up gettm down Our picks for an allout groove
fest are "Magical Colors." "Talk About the Blues"
and "Torture." For a taste of something completely
different, check out the hardcore "Attack" or jump
on the "astrological soul train" with "Calvin." Yep,
this album's so hot. it might just cause your CD
player to spontaneously combust.

OUR PICKS
OJi

Various '
Artists
*ae-Met»
Maapaaay: The

CUT bind aHey on
ODsejt rceto pny. Consuming
StSbonv WUTH. u or 1
KBUX. 0h» SUM U„ RUOJ. loyoM
Marymxn u : MAM. Mm Seas U.:
MCttu. II. of veaNngton: WOOD.
SanaXOenea; RUM, Met U..VMHU.
H«r|ll. KBOX.U of!
WufL TuMfie U.. WMUC. U. Of
|
MayMnd. CMegs Pa*.

Gershwin, and boy is It I
ing.
Covers
by
Natalie
Merchant. Slneed O'Connor.
Luscious Jackson and David
Bowie will set your CD player
on Are. Who'd have (nought
Gershwin could be so sex/'

when you used to Muni
Around' with the House of
Pain and you were down wit'
O.P.P. So "Come bab.
baby, baby come
down to the record i
up this ifnniai' so

Tommy Boy

Ian Brown

Antilles/Polygram

OS
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Some of the bajgest names
in the record industry honor
•the music of George and ka

Tommy Boy
This fourdssc <afflp»eUon
takes you back to the day

The Enclave/M:
Ex-Stone

Roses

man Ian Brown bounces
back from the intluani
band's
tumultuoubreak-up with a spa
fled solo relncernetk
with all the ok) Roseepl guitar
■ <aw of the tracks

DO NOT BE AFRAID.
CHANGE IS GOOD.
It's time to give up your AT&T,
MCI, and Sprint calling cards with
their high rates and surcharges.
It's time to pay only 1 7.5c a
minute. And get 10 FREE minutes.
Come on. You can do this.
Join our five million VoiceNet
cardholders and call
1-800-493-2681.

Five Million VoiceNet Cardholders Already Save Like This:
Minutes
]

Domestic

3

Domestic

3

UK to US

3

US to Japan

VJFTSri AT&T

Sprint

MCI

ccNc» Dialing Llilrfi/ '1 'lii'It' ■

Limited Time Offer: Get 10 FREE Minutes.
Join Over 5,000,000 Cardholders and Call

1 -800-493-2681

00

26

oice

Hie Be:,l Ccillinij Card In Ami'iiia
\ prompt
tter pkis

i you order your o

a
heartthrob
movie star who
cant escape
throngs of ador
ing female fans.
Once again, art
imitates life.

I

Enemy
of the
State
Buena Vist.i.
Touchstone
Our favorite
man in black is
back. Will Smith
has gone from
an ahen-bustin

HALLOWEEN'S
right

around

the

corner,

action hero to
... an attorney''
That's right He
plays an attor

and Hollywood
is taking full advantage

ney. whose fasttrack career and happy
home life go down the
drain when he's framed
for murder Will Ray Ban

of it. Ghosts, witches,
death and hook handed
fishermen all rear their

try to get a piece of this
movie, too9

ugly heads on the big
screen this spooky season. And for all you who can't
resist yet another '70s flashback.
Ewan

McGregor dons metallic

spandex. sparkles and feathers.
Now that's what really scares us.

American History X
New Line
Violence, racism and hate<:nmes. Do
you feel the heal
yet? Edward Norton
{Rounders) stars as
an ex skinhead Strug
glmg to save his
bfother (Edward Fur
long, Pecker) from a
lite consumed by big
otry and hate. This is
just a hunch, but
we're guessing ft isn't
a feelgood movie.

who cannot escape the ghost of her daugh
ter. Beloved (Thandie Newton. Gridlock d),
whom she murdered rather than submit
ting the child to slavery. Danny Glover
heats up the screen as Seine's old
flame. With rumors of a possible
Oscar nomination already flying,
what we want to know is will Oprnn
quit her day job?

Home Fries
Warner Bros.
Only Drew Barrymore could pull
off the role of a southern gal. who is
pregnant by a dead guy and m lode
with the corpse's son — and be •
convincingly adorable at it Barrvmore's
real lite beau Luke Wilson (8esf Men) plays
the son. and Jake Busey (Starship
Troopers) plays his brother The plot thick
ens when the wife (Catherine O'Hara. The
Last of the High Kings) — anil mother — of
Barrvmore's love interests begins plotting
her revenge

Beloved

Meet Joe Black

Beuna Vista Touchstone

Universal

Oprah Winfrey returns to the big
screen (or this adaptation o( Tom
Morrison's Pulitzer Prizewinning novel.
Winfrey stars as Sethe. a runaway slave

Death never looked so good. In fact, it
looks surprisingly like Brad Prtt. In this
romantic drama, the grim reaper assumes
the human form of a recently killed young
man (Pitt) who is taken in by a powerful
businessman (Anthony Hopkins) and falls
in love with the man's daughter (Claire
Forlani. Bas'M We bet she thinks she died
and went to heaven.

ON CAMPUS
WMrtcraw Hbn FMttval
California State U . Long Beach
Oct 30 to Nov 1
The Fourth Annual WioeScreen Film
Festival will feature lb films shown m
the format they were intended for — the
big screen John Carpenter s Umpires.
20.000 Leagues Under the Sea and
Alien are among the 15 nicks to be
shown So. it you hate that modmedto
At your TV crap, thmh wide instead
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Celebrity
Miramax
With an all-star cast including Winona
Ryder, Leonardo DiCapno. Kenneth
Branagh and Melanie Griffith, don't be sur
prised if you're not sure which one the title
of Woody Allen's latest flick refers to We'll
give you a hint: Leo plays — what else —

I Still Know What
You Did Last Summer
Columbia/Mandalay
After the final steamy
shower scene in the original, it sure does look like
the end is near for Jennifer
Love Hewitt. So why isn't
she dead yet? Hewitt
returns — alive, no less,
as Julie, in this scary
sequel. When Julie's best
friend Karla Wilson (Brandy.
TV's "Moesha") wins a trip
for four to the Bahamas.
_^_^^
the girts and their dates are in
•or e predictable surprise. Hasn't anybody
figured out this girl is bad luck?

SCREEN SAVER
4 Lmttmr from P—Ml Row
•at yeu thou** you d teen Ota hatef

Slam

Practical Magic

Trimark

Warner 8ros.

Slam tells the
story
of
Ray
Joshua mewcom
er Saul Williams).
.1 t.iiented rap
per, poet
who
gets arrested on
petty drug chargts
and socked into the
black hote of O.C.'s criminal justice sys
tern But as fate would have it. he falls in
love with the beautiful Lauren Bell (Sonja
Sohn. Work), who also happens to be a
writing teacher. She helps him under
stand the power of words and. um. other
(hmgs he can do with his tongue

Wouldn't it he nice if you
could put a curse on that ex
boyfriend who broke your
hearp Maybe turn him into a
toad or something? The Owen
sisters can do just that.
Thanks to a 100 year old farm
ly curse, these girts exes have
more than drunken 4 a.m. phone
calls to worry about. Okay, so it's another
witch movie, but with Sandra Bullock and
Nicole Kidman as (he Owen girls, this movie
might actually make some magic of its own

Very Bad Things
Polygram Filmed Entertainment
Murder, madness and marriage Vep.
this movie title pretty
much sums it up.
When a Vegas bache
lor party goes awry,
one of the guys acci
dentally kills the guest
of honor, a prostitute.
More deaths, and a
few laughs, ensue.
Bad boy Christian
Slater stars in this
black comedy as the
brother of the groom
to be. and Cameron
Diaz plays the pesky
Hani pa

The Mighty
Miramax
A heartwarming story of two
13 year old misfits, giant Mas.
lEIden Henson) who wears sire-lli
shoes, and tiny Kevin (Kieran CuMn.
Amandat. an Einstein m leg braces
Both boys have been outcasts ail
their Irves. but together tliey artFreak the Mighty, scourge of evil and
savior to damsels m distress Their
mythical quests and reaMife adven
tures teach them that friendship ts
the greatest treasure of all Sharon
Stone shines as Kevin's mom.
Warning bnng plenty of Kleenex.

SCREEN SAVER
OevkJ Arquette has played a lot of roan In ht» 26 years
M different 04m to DO exact Ml a'va aeon him aa
r Dewey hi
ki Butty and, wed. you
Baafe It out In
■lit hot nova*
And now he wants to
keoae. "I'm (ohtg to be a
walk around saykaj. 'I'M kj
laijaat
rel lookln* tor a aa*." That art a*
taint.. David.
But for thoM ef yo« wtte araat
Mitty guy In coat—I aa H
•atkitMa
month'a The
of home-security
Hudlor. •
— not to
Stanlay Tl
ownot of tha
tricks Of ttM
services What
breasvlns, murder
Talr* Staatay |1aMa] a* taaa
seeing him (etMnc
mebatere After • taw ass* ef
sick ef It You start
somefkfcie; It's a
ta as ft tar a whole
summer one time. I li
And I was a> my
andenwat."
Jest one question for you. David; boners or briefs?
' easr a* taa v. esearsssw aw esjesj nrsjasjas

PREMIERES

DXMCTOH
it* raw. raal and
it*
in

fiikas by dixsKtoca youVa
you will havaa bitch erf a tuaa finding
if this xa you i dara you to find uaf

'only at col lag*

CALL AUBURN MOON AT 800-366-6653 TO BOOK
- thahoUywcod

~ and gat into thai
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HEN GLORIA GAYNOR HIT THE CHARTS WITH "I Win
Survive," the last people she prohably ever pictured
doing a cover of her song would be the odd-ball
Sacramento-based quintet, Gake. You know, the band

whose 1996 hit "Going the

(SBwSt

Distance"

^[lj®^® (g

inspired

football

teams everywhere to press on
to victory and whose lyrics like, "She's
got a silk dress and healthy breasts that
bounce on his Italian leather sofa,"

kept .ill of us guessing.
Bui covet hct song they did And wich a vengeance ihJI kepi their second album. Fashion Nugget.
111 ( l> players and on the lips <>t the hitter, heartbroken masses lor months. It wasn't until "Going
the I Nuance" put them on the charts, though, that fans stand to teali/e the subtle nuances thai are
t ike

a name "you should think of as a verb and not a

noun.'' according to drummer Todd Roper.
"It took u.s a little while when we were opening tip for
« 1

bigger bands to figure out that wc .should plav 'Going the

DIN'S

SOI

EXA< I IV KNOWN AS A HOTBED

Distance' first instead of last," says Roper. "People would sit

for musical talent. For most of us, the coun-

around and be like, 'Who is this?', then we would plat}

try's biggest claim to fame is the Muppet's lov-

I he

I finance,' and By goodnight, and they would be like. Oh

able Swedish chef. But there's a band looking

s'c.ih, these guvs." About halfway through the tour, we figured out to play it first, then the other songs go down a lit-

to bump that chef right off of his chopping block.

and Roper arc making quite a splash in the musk world. I hey
are currently on the heels of an overseas tout, releasing their
t

third album l roJonging t/ieMogii. and launchinga nationwide
tour to promote the album. Their initial shows in the San
I ramisso area have sold out and their latest song. "Never
I here" is making irs way up the charts. "Now we're in the
shallow end ot the pool where the big kids play," says Roper.
"Hut we're still on the edge."
So. what is the inspiration lor their often-bizarre lyrics?
Is this a band full ol hitler women-haters? (You might think
so alter songs like. "I an is a Four-Utter Word." "You Turn

never even thought of it or had any
interest in playing music." the says.
"I was just hanging out wiilt them
vocalist, and they asked me to trv.
We

I lowevcr, the band is quickly making their way out of the
DiHore, havs plant Gabc Nelson, guitarist Xan McCutdy

she joined the Cardigans. "I had

when they were looking for a female

tle smoother."
depths of obscurity. Vocalist John Mc< *rca. trumpeter Vincc

have any musical experience when

just

started out doing tome

That band is the Cardigans. And

musk.'' savs the band's guitarist and

longs

they're the hottest thing to come

soupsnur IVrcr Svcnssoit. "Then six

from the land of meatballs and well-

years ago. we met Nina. Icll in lose

them. Not because we wanted to herns k stars."

endowed blondes since Abba.

with

lormed the

But roik stars they have become.
I mcfool" became the radio hit of

ol their popularity in America only a

small city in Sweden, and there really

'97. and their third album, first

couple of years ago wirh "lawclool."

wasn't much ol anything to do. 'Un-

Hand on the Moon, sold more than

the hit single from Romeo anti Juliet.

hand was just something to do and

1.5 million copies, going gold in

these talented Swedes have been

take our music further."

America and

around lor a while. "About nine years
ago.

the

bass

SveningssonJ

and

player
I

got

[Magnus
a

band

together because wc were really into

and

liked

Cardigans. Wc same Irom a really

Although they rcachd the height

bet voice,

together because we

The hand never really set their

topping the chatts

throughout Europe and Asia. They're

goals at creating the pop phenome

now on the road promoting their lat-

non they have become. In fact, lead

est effort. 1 nanti Turum*. an album

singer

Pcrsson describes as more contempo-

Nina

Pcrsson didn't

even

the s, rews" and "Walk On By"). "Nope." says Roper, a self-

rary than the last album. "It's more

described homebody and father of an active two-year -old

serious,

"Huts just about [vocalist] John's dysfunction. It's always

explains. "Irs right there where rhe

good fodder for songs. The note relationships he can ruin,
the better ofi I'm going to be."

1 Cardigans are lor the moment."

and

And

just

better,"

the

the live group members,

And what about all the car themes? "Race Car YaYas" and

including drummer Bengr lagerberg

"Satan is My Motor" have got to have deep-rooted meanings.

and acoustic guitarist and keyboard-

Nope "Ibc car is a really big pan of getting around here in

er I assc |ohansaon.

Sacramento. It's flat and sou can have big ,ars that drive in

tent with their current status. "The

straight lines." explains Roper, "lake ( .imams. I think John

most important thing fot the five of

might have been bullied by guys in Camaros. or maybe he got
pulled over and beat up by guys in ( jmaros

us is to make albums that we all real
ry hkc

M.mi lear most bands haw "I lading into oblivion, we're
pretty sure they will survive.

savs Svcnsson. "That's v.hv

wc arc at peace, because we arc vcrv

Well, whatever their motivation lor their itomc tunes,
we're sure glad to have them around And despite the con-

are pretty con-

f

A

,

happy with

the new record.

Of

course. I won't In- satisfied if no one
likes it."
Finally, the question we've all got
on our minds — what does this pop
band

think of pop culture icon

Leonardo

DiCaprio. whose movie

helped launch their American anisic
career? "I can't see the fascination
with him." savs I'crsson "I wouldnt
say that he's attractive at all."
Svcnsson's a bit more diplomatic.
"To be honest with you, I've never
seen the movie," he says. "Besides. I
like girls better."
Kt*ar, Aaatstawt EaVror
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17 HEY MOM...GOT T«S lETTFR
ntOM SCHN* TOW THEY
-mEYi* PH.wne> THAT
fti. BE AT ywetsny fOK.
«Y Sf NiOR YEA*, AHP WE
OWE »,ooo POuyfrs rap
Mf TUITION.
SAY

VtfU. PEA?,1VE *EAD
THAT SOHtOHE WHH A
pttHg^WU NET OHE
MUM* DOLlA** *0*E

THiwuaovr

LIFE.

HMM...WON0eR IF I COULp
T30WOW HAlF A WLUftt,
AfrAlNST A DEGREE THAT*
TrfKEE FOURTHS COMPLETE.

TWrt

soMEOKE y|lTHQVTO«E.
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Why wait for a change in scenery
when you can make your own?
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